
Email Address Full Name

Do you live in
Dronfield (or
surrounding

village/parish)?

If you answered yes above, and
so that we can present views of

ward members to their own
councillors, please let us know

which ward you currently
reside in:

Does your household
contain children (aged 4-14)

who would benefit from a
junior parkrun?

Do you support Dronfield RC's
proposals for a junior parkrun in

Sindelfingen Park, Dronfield?
Please provide comments/reasoning to support the view selected above:

email@lukeprest.com Luke Prest Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

parkrun is a fantastic resource for kids to get active. My own children have benefited
from visiting junior parkrun in Sheffield and a local event would be of huge benefit to
them and other children in the area. In an age where kids are increasingly sedentary

and options for free and inclusive physical activity are so scarce, these proposals
should have the full backing of Dronfield Town Council and I strongly urge them to

work with Dronfield Running Club to make this a reality.

lizhep@sky.com Liz Hepworth Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

It can only bring benefits to the young people of our area. Exercise, fresh air and
being with others. It is for a very short time on a Sunday and the noise level will not be

excessive. Sindelfingen Park is just that- a park- for everyone to enjoy. I personally
feel that the Council needs to back plans to get our young people healthy and happy

not block them with spurious ‘reasons’

lazmac_84@hotmail.co.uk Laura
Kirton-Vaughan Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Really good for kids health, both physically and mentally. Caters for older children
who often lose out in dronfield. I have a 3yr old so hopefully this would benefit her in
the future. Would be good for getting to know more people locally (we came from out

of area originally and don't work in dronfield) and fostering a strong community.

ashleycollins03@googlemail.com Ashley Collins Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Park run would be brillant for the children of Dronfield to come together to improve

fitness and health. Such a shame that Dronfield council are yet again holding us back
and refusing to allow new and innovative actives to come to Dronfield

rachelabricklebank@gmail.com Rachel Prescott Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

I think it is great that Dronfield children should benefit from a free event like this. It is a
shame that the council doesn't believe the same. Most of the children from the

Dronfield area should be able to walk there so I don't see why parking should be an
issue for them. I live fairly near and I don't see how any noise would be a problem- I

think it is nice for children to enjoy the park.

liamt85@hotmail.co.uk Liam Turner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I support all the reasons which you have put forward to the council. I totally disagree
with their reasons for denying this. At the end of the day a public park, is for the
“public”. You are putting on a free public event that benefits the health and social

aspects of the towns Children and parents whilst watching or taking part too. Why that
would be denied is beyond me and being honest I find the councils reasons pathetic!

They need to support things like this and actually act in the best interests of local
people and stop making excuses for things that may cause them a bit more work.

Collecting leaves on a Friday …. Please……no one is a) asking them to do this and
b) even if they were. Get your leaf blower out for the good of the local people! It

makes you question at times what exactly we are funding locally with our taxes as we
seem to see so little benefit for what’s paid in. (Please don’t start talking about the
“Teen play area” when the majority wanted a skate park). I hope the council see
sense, reverse their decision and act in the best interests of the majority of local

people for what’s an extremely small window on a Sunday morning when the park
may be a little busier than usual. Busy = positive. People are out exercising,

socialising and benefitting their mental health! It also may enhance local business as
they spend their money afterwards in the local shops

jo_battle@yahoo.co.uk Jo battle Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

Encouraging children to have fun and get healthy can’t be a bad thing , getting them
off their phones and encouraging exercise!  Very little in Dronfield for children to do ,

especially the older ones it’s got to be better than hanging around on the streets.
meeting friends,  running round the park together and having fun.

walshm498@gmail.com Melissa Walsh Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I think Sindelfingen would be an ideal location for a Junior Parkrun. The parkruns are
friendly, welcoming for all ages and abilities and help encourage all children to

develop a love of exercise. As a local resident who lives close to the park, I would be
really proud to have this event located right in the heart of my community.

beckylrayson@gmail.com Becky Bradwell Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Great way to bring community together and get children exercising. Having seen the
benefits of parkrun elsewhere, it would be great to have something in Dronfield



mesizer@gmail.com Mark Sizer Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Absolute lunacy that this question even needs to be asked. Does no-one on the
council remember what it's like to be young?  The simply joy of exercise?  Do they

have no grand children that run gleefully around their back garden? Have they even
been to a Parkrun and even seen what they are voting on?

Park run is FREE.  With families struggling to to make ends meet and cover bills, a
free weekend activity weekly on their doorstep is an absolute godsend.  Throw in the

fact that it improves health, fitness and mental well being as well as being a social
activity and it's unfathomable that this would be turned down.  But you know....leaves

on the path *shrug*

Perhaps the council would prefer kids to hang around the bowling green in Cliffe Park
vaping and drinking at a weekend?  Guess what?  Those involved in regular sports

are less likely to smoke, drink or cause anti-social nuisance issues.

Can we get a list of councillors who have voted against this, so that we know who to
kick out next election?

rachel.kojro@hotmail.co.uk Rachel kojro Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Brilliant activity for children, encourages exercise.
emma@oakscc.org.uk Emma Bowden Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support We need more things available that helps to get kids active! Great idea.

dsharpy34@gmail.com David Sharp Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support We need as much space for families and especially children to exercise together. We

need to invest in young children's health and this would be a great start.

jolo-lovatt@hotmail.co.uk Jo Lovatt Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

I fully support DRC’s proposals to bring Junior parkrun to Dronfield. My two sons aged
20 and 17 years old would have appreciated the opportunity to run at a Dronfield

parkrun if there was one available when they were younger. Sindelfingen park is an
ideal venue and I am happy to help out with volunteering and marshalling if Junior

parkrun comes to Dronfield. It would be an amazing, community event to come to our
town. The best of luck with everything DRC and I hope the town council will

reconsider and support such an amazing opportunity to encourage fitness and
wellbeing for the next generation of the town.

elratcliffe@aol.com Ellen Ratcliffe Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
Both our children have had to travel to attend a park run, which is a brilliant, healthy
and inclusive organisation.  It would be fantastic if we can more directly support our

young people in Dronfield by having this opportunity.

steph.wilding15@gmail.com Stephanie Alice
Wilding Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support A great idea to get the kids socialising and exercising.

mrsalisonturner81@gmail.com Alison Turner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I think it’s a great idea to have a junior park run at singlefinden park. My 2 children
would definitely love to join in. Really can’t understand the councils reasons for

turning it down -they have concerns about noise?! It’s only for approx 30 mins once a
week!! And concerns that someone needs to clear leaves from the path on a Friday -
seriously what a pathetic excuse!! Park run would be a huge benefit to the community
but the council seem like they frequently turn ideas like this down - they need to start

acting in the best interests of the community - why on earth wouldn’t they want to
encourage children to take up exercise….

cherisekenyon@gmail.com Cherise Kenyon Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Out kids needs something to do that brings the community together, that promotes
fitness

janegballen@aol.com Jane Allen Yes Gosforth Valley No Support

I have grandsons who would love to be involved in a park run, how ever I do have
concerns as there's no toilet facilities and also share the councils concerns about

parking. On a busy day Gosforth Drive can be a nightmare. Over all I think it should at
least have a trial, hopefully it would also bring trade to the shops and cafes on

Pentland Road.

My7rascals@icloud.com Sansha Lamb Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

I love opposite the park and cannot see a reason whatsoever why anyone would go
against this proposal when it will bring together the community and help the children
to reach out and use exercise as it should be used. Even on the adult fun run this im
does not disturb us woth noise and it would be a total shame for this to not go ahead.

lauradwoodward@gmail.com Laura Woodward Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support It's incredibly beneficial to get kids outside participating in physical activities and
socialising with others their own age, this would be great for a Sunday morning.

kvshepherd@hotmail.co.uk Katrina Hurt Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Children need to be more active and a brilliant idea to build our community spirit.

lorna.m2011@gmail.com Lorna
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support A free initiative to encourage children to get outdoors and enjoy running can only be a
good thing.

iisjoanne@yahoo.co.uk Joanne Messina Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Fantastic idea to bring junior parkrun to Dronfield and encourage active lifestyles.
Brilliant community event which will support local businesses too.



bedders89@googlemail.com Richard Bedingfield Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support
It’s a fanatstic idea to provide exercise for children in safe, friendly and encouraged
environment. Park run is a huge success and Dronfield is big enough to be able to

host its own event. My child would love this opportunity

louisemroberts@hotmail.com Louise Roberts Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support Great way to encourage my children to stay healthy and enjoy our local park. Many
health and social benefits.

helentasker27@gmail.com Helen Tasker Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support My four children would love this and it would help to keep them active and healthy

melf12345@gmail.com Mel Corby Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support I fully support an activity that promotes physical exercise and time outdoors for young
people

kev.gage@sky.com Kevin Gage Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support
Having had two active boys & been a professional footballer for 19 years in my

previous career I fully support any kind of fitness and/or health activity. This Park Run
for kids is a superb idea.

chrismather@gmail.com Chris Mather Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Good for kids fitness. Good community event . Good for local businesses most
importantly it’s what parks are for.

Jessica.whitby@sky.com Jessica Whitby Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

My child is currently too young, but in a couple of years will be 4 and would certainly
benefit from a junior parkrun.

A junior parkrun is a marvellous idea. Not all children are particularly good at sports
and may only take part in exercise through PE, which can put children off exercise

and sport later in life (my experience anyway). Having an out-of-school opportunity to
do parkrun will help foster healthy relationships with exercise into adulthood.

There is very little for children to do in Dronfield, especially for teens, so this would
give them something positive to do.

The mental health benefits associated with running and being outside cannot be
understated. With mental health of children and young people generally getting

worse, a junior parkrun could be extremely positive.
smitha14@sky.com Amanda Smith Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support Fab idea. It would be great for older children too.

jo.kassie@gmail.com Jo Green Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Parkrun is a great initiative to promote health & wellbeing and parents need to sow
these seeds from childhood by encouraging children to keep fit and healthy whilst
having fun.  For an hour or so each Sunday morning, this would be a fantastic free
event to encourage local children in just this regard and such initiatives should be

encouraged and backed by the local council, not disregarded for reasons that aren't
that significant or can't be worked around.  Putting Dronfield on the Worldwide Park

Run map with it's own Junior Park Run is something to be welcomed with open arms!

lindsayjoeroselee@gmail.com Lindsay Lee Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

The objections could apply to any event at the park and yet still go ahead, despite the
fact they would normally last longer than this. And I don't believe that the objections
have been raised by the residents themselves rather others thinking on their behalf.

There is no evidence based for these objections. I believe the parkrun should go
ahead and if these fears are realised to a degree that has actual impact on the local
community, as demonstrated through many evidenced complaints, then surely the
permission could be withdrawn. The opportunity to provide something tangible for

local children to enjoy and for the benefit of their wellbeing is here for the council to
take, let's not show how little they matter to our town council again and ignore the

residents voices.

charlottemillington216@gmail.com Mrs C Potts Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support This is in good interest of children becoming fitter and healthier bringing the
community together and a way to socialise in a safe and protected environment! 😀

collettegains@outlook.com Collette Gains Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support As a runner myself and with young siblings I think it will be great for the area to
encourage more fitness in young people

robert.d.sandler@gmail.com Robert Sandler Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Increasing physical activity in a safe and organised fashion amongst children is an
important public health priority. I think the council should consider supporting

Dronfield Running club to overcome the barriers they have identified. Perhaps even a
trial month to see if some of the concerns regarding parking, noise & path

maintenance are substantiated as they appear to be speculative at the moment.

lft2808@hotmail.co.uk Lucy Taylor Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

To give children a weekly opportunity to participate in exercise safely and do so in a
group setting, which has numerous proven advantages, at no detriment to the local

community. Regular exercise should be encouraged at a young age and I wish I’d had
the opportunity to be involved in something similar when growing up in this same

community.



louise_hodgson@live.co.uk Louise Molloy Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

We currently attend Graves Park, Sheffield to do the Park Runs, both the adult and
children sessions held there at the weekend.

It has had such a positive impact on mine and my children’s health both physically
and mentally.

I think every effort should be made to support this application for the community of
Dronfield. The argument against appears weak and hurdles that can be easily

overcome.

The children of Dronfield should be able to have  the chance to exercise free of
charge and in a safe environment, the positives that could come from this initiative far

out way any of the negatives.

beckysaxton1993@yahoo.co.uk Rebecca Saxton Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support My child has loved the fun run in previous years. It promotes health and well-being
and is a widely supported community event.

neil.schofield@outlook.com Neil Schofield
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support Junior parkrun provides the opportunities for young people to exercise in a

non-competitive and inclusive manner.

karen_dobson564@hotmail.co.uk Karen Dobson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Fantastic opportunity for the community to encourage fitness and bring in the
outdoors. I fully support a Dronfield Junior Park Run.

I live close to Sindelfingen park and feel the issues raised are not significant or a
problem.

paulmshipley@gmail.com Paul Shipley Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Having brought up two children in Dronfield who both got (& continue to get) an
enormous benefit for participation in sports and athletics in particular, we have had to
travel outside our home town to attend organised regular events. It shouldn't be the
preserve of just the fortunate families that can afford to travel. A free to participate,
junior parkrun, would huge benefit families, residents and local traders. The council

should take some leadership on this, it's a win/win.
Thank you Dronfield Running Club for your continued efforts to get this special

initiative off the ground.
amybmonaghan@hotmail.co.uk Amy Monaghan Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Health and fitness for my kids

d.palmer1874@gmail.com David Palmer
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

The health and social well-being benefits of a weekly parkrun event are well
documented and absolutely a benefit to local communities and businesses. Any

objection can only be seen as short sighted on the part of the council and defies all
logic. I would urge the council to re-consider their position and not stand in the way of

young children’s development and enjoyment within the town

meaakham1@gmail.com Margaret Askham Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I live next to the park. I would not have bought my property if I was concerned about
children playing. It's expected in a park. If this is properly organised with parking toilet

facilities  and litter picking I'm in agreement  for this event.

tomking74@hotmail.co.uk Thomas king Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support So many local kids and families will benefit. The pros far outweigh the cons, great for
the community and the future health of our local kids.

markcjacks@yahoo.co.uk Mark Jacks Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
I think it it would be great to get my kids into running and would be a big help with it

being
Local to where I live.

sally.mason7@gmail.com Sally Mason Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Promotes health & fitness for the younger generation & good use of local PUBLIC
park

skeltonphilip@yahoo.co.uk Phil Skelton Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support
In the past I have travelled to the junior parkrun event at Graves Park with my son.
Although he now participates in other sports on a Sunday morning, it would have

been great to have had a similar event on my doorstep when he was younger.

robinson.marialuke@yahoo.co.uk Maria Robinson Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support Obesity in young people is a growing problem and they need every encouragement
possible to get out of the house and getting some exercise whilst having fun.

stacy_gee@hotmail.com Stacy Clements Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Our children would love to attend this. Exercise is vital for all aspects of health, plus
having a local Park Run builds community and connections generally. There is no

more appropriate use of the park in my view.

emdawbs@gmail.com Emma Dawber Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support
A junior park run is a brilliant idea to encourage health and fitness for our children, my

daughter is 3.5 but would love to do this once old enough. In the mean time she
would love to come and support the runners and cheer them on.

emmylourose@googlemail.com Emma Rose Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support Fabulous way to get kids up, outside and exercising on a Sunday! Perfect way to start
the day



apsk@live.com Arthur Kershaw Yes Dronfield South Yes Support

There are obvious positives, and my daughter would get involved most weeks.
However I may as well provide constructive criticism. The grass section I can imagine

getting very muddy. Rubber perforated matting could help this issue. The ground
conditions at the start and finish seem very boggy, and there would be family

members congregating in that area making it worse. It might be a big task to manage
this issue. The noise argument really is laughable, considering the age range of kids.

I am on the (dormant) ‘pump track committee’ headed by Liz Hepworth. We suffered
the same blow at first contact with the council, however they are supportive of our

idea if it is built somewhere more suitable than sindelfigen.

Have you considered the site at Gladys Buxton? It’s a bit of wasteland at the moment,
but the housing developer has to fund community facilities on site. A parkrun route
was in our minds alongside an ‘all wheels facility’, so maybe we could produce a

combined proposal to the appropriate local authority.
Regards
Arthur

stuhazlehurst@gmail.com Stuart Hazlehurst Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support
It is a fantastic idea to bring a junior parkrun to Dronfield, it will help young peoples
health and well being.  There is plenty of parking nearby.  I can't remember a single

Junior Parkrun I have been to which is too loud.
nan-lang@hotmail.com Nancy Hillyard Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support It would be a great opportunity for local children to safely enjoy running

kbraisdell@hotmail.co.uk Kathryn Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support What a great way to get child and young people active.
jannakmiller@gmail.com Janna Miller Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support What a great idea - local sport to keep the kids engaged in being healthy and active!

sarah.screaton@hotmail.com Sarah Screaton Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Object

I’m concerned that parking on the road would worsen. There is already a number of
people who park along Gosforth drive making it harder to navigate both as a driver
and a pedestrian and impacting safety. I wouldn’t want to see it getting as bad as it

usually is by Millhouses park.
I also think that a Sunday morning is already a time when the park is used by a lot of
children and their usage could be negatively impacted. I’ve read the pdf supposedly
addressing these concerns but all it says is that they’ll encourage people to use the
car parks near by with no explanation for how they’ll deal with it when they inevitably
don’t or acknowledgment of the fact these car parks are already often very full and

are supposed to be for users of the es hood and pub there.
They mention that they expect 50-100 children and that this is a common number for
a summers day but don’t make it clear whether the 100 on a summers day is normally
all at once or spread through the day. It’s a very different thing comparing 100 children

in a day to 100 children in a couple of hours.
I share concerns about noise and all I’ve seen is this being acknowledged as an issue

with no indication of a solution. I’d like more clarity on these issues.

abimerritt@gmail.com Abi Merritt Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Anything we can do to improve the health and wellbeing of our young people is a
good thing. The community needs events such as this to bring it together.

jamesstaves@icloud.com James Staves Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

The UK has higher rates of childhood obesity than the USA, Park Runs are a great
way for children, and their parents to get into physical activity and improve mental

health as well as social interaction with other children. The rewards are endless, yet
we are concerned with a park warden having to clear a few leaves and kneeling to the
motorist yet again with petty parking concerns. It’s time this council started thinking for

the many, not the few.

anne@amberlawson.force9.co.uk Anne Lawson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

I agree strongly that it will improve health, reduce obesity, encourage independence,
and foster a community spirit between children, their parents and spectators.

Parkruns are fun and inclusive, they encourage belief in oneself and others. I live next
to the park and welcome hearing them taking part. The sound of children enjoying

themselves brings joy to old people, not disturbance. I hope this can proceed.

shawkatherine774@googlemail.com Katherine Shaw Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

This would be a fantastic opportunity to engage the local community in an outdoor
activity.  I feel it would be well attended but all finished by 10.00 allowing residents to

get on with their day. My only hesitation would be in relation to parking as some
parents are not known for their sensible approach to parking near events!



me_hayley_2000@hotmail.com Hayley Gee Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

There are far too few initiatives for young people in Dronfield to get them active and
engaged in the community, particularly activities which are free and as inclusive as

the park run.
I would strongly encourage my 14 year old to take part with his friends.

I have looked at the concerns raised by the town council and feel these are easily
addressed and actually petty in nature. I was also raised in Dronfield and it has

always been the case that the town council do not support families and young people
as they should

briddo88@gmail.com Tom Briddock Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

People of all ages, but especially children, should be encouraged to spend more time
outside, and more time exercising. We have ever growing obesity and mental health

problems. Park Runs and Junior park runs play such a huge part is preventing both of
these. Getting children into the habit of exercising young is proven to help them

continue to exercise in adulthood. Adults are often inspired by seeing kids in junior
park runs too. The positives of having this in our town are immeasurable. The

councils reasoning for rejecting are frankly pathetic. "Local residents may
complain"?? They bought a house next to a park, pretty sure they expect people to

use it. Rather than dreaming up problems, maybe they should try finding solutions for
a change? They might even like it.

kerri@inmyattic.f9.co.uk Kerri Hickman Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

As a local Girlguiding leader, I have seen the effect that the 2020 & 2021 lockdowns
had on children's mental health, confidence & resilience. We see more & more girls
coming through our groups who are having real issues with body confidence from a

young age. There are absolutely no drawbacks AT ALL to well organised & run sports
activities for young people. It benefits physical and mental health, children who take

part in organised activities are far less likely to become involved in antisocial
behaviour as they get older. I cannot believe that there are people living in Dronfield
who would look to stop us improving the health of our future generations. Did they

really arrive on this planet fully formed as adults? The older generations are the ones
who benefitted from an active childhood spending a far larger proportion of their free

time outdoors, so why do they deny the same opportunities to youngsters their
grandchildren's age? They are very quick to complain they have poorer social skills &
too much screen time! Why is our council failing young people so badly by listening to

such selfish & bigoted people?
masterss83@yahoo.co.uk Sam Robertson Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Great idea to keep the kids healthy

craig.hay@hotmail.co.uk Craig hay Yes No Strongly support While I don't currently have kids in this age range I hope to have kids in future that
would benefit from this

sam_rusby@hotmail.co.uk Sam Rusby Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Children obesity at it highest level and we won’t let exercise?

abbyhudson0114@gmail.com Abigail Hudson Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support
This event would be a great way to use the park and get local children to be involved
with a regular, fun, healthy activity. I also like the fact its free so children not priced out

of the event.
d.j.thorpe@icloud.com David Thorpe Yes Gosforth Valley No Support If there is an  objection to weekly, why not make it monthly or even fortnightly?
kirstyclift@yahoo.co.uk Kirsty Rodgers Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support I think it's a great idea to get kids out in the fresh air and be more active

helenjones_6@hotmail.com Helen Pickup Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Vital that we get more young people into a fitter lifestyle and especially with free
events! I currently volunteer at Millhouses park run and would be very happy to

support a Dronfield park run event as well!

denisebierton@btinternet.com Denise Bierton Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

I live opposite the park and can see it from my house. I think this proposal is very
positive for the local community and children. It would be a short term minor

‘inconvenience’ for local residents on the days it takes place but an exciting one for
the community. Local businesses like Pentland Road shops would benefit as would

the local cafe.  I doubt any noise would upset any locals as it would be excited
cheering and who could object to that for a short time period occasionally!  We are

used to the annual 10k and fun run and pop along to support the athletes, and far less
people will be there for this proposed fun run. Parking is a minor possible issue but
there enough local side streets that could accommodate some extra vehicles for an

hour every so often.

andyfroggatt@btinternet.com Andrew Edward
Froggatt Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you

live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support
The objectives seem clear and well put together. The objections seem to have been
answered. Surely the council should be working towards doing this themselves , this

gives them a ready made solution.
p66aes@gmail.com Alan sanders Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Children need exercise, it’s what parks are for.

lane-a@sky.com MISS ANGELA
LANE Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support IT WOULD BE BENEFICIAL FOR CHILDRENS HEALTH AND WELLBEING.



rebecca.newton@sky.com Rebecca Newton. Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support
Nothing in the area for young kids, this would be of great benefit. I don’t have kids of
the age criteria but certainly wouldn’t oppose this idea. Utterly ridiculous decision by

the council & they should be ashamed.

josephflee@hotmail.co.uk Joseph Lee Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support
Great opportunity to get excise the kids and show some community spirit. Will benefit

any local cafe and shops if open. Better for environmental and local economy than
driving to Sheffield.

donnashilly@icloud.com Donna Shillito Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support Any form of exercise should be beneficial and encouraged.

cathyf82@hotmail.co.uk Catherine Ellin Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

As a parent to 2 children who are keen to be active, the junior park run is a perfect
event to instill good habits and fitness into their lives. It also demonstrates that

exercise can be fun, with their friends and local, without having to travel by car to
alternative events. We need more activities for children like this in the local area.

There is currently nothing that I’m aware of like this for children to regularly participate
in. I would welcome the opportunity for my children to be able to participate in the

junior park run.

jane@naecl.com Jane Mintoft Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

An excellent proposal, where the benefits far outweigh the negative aspects.
It would be fantastic to offer young people the opportunity to engage in healthy, fun

activity.
I can see no real reason why this would not be successful, as has been shown in so
many other parts of the country-accessed by many without the need of car transport.

I would happily volunteer to marshal etc in such an event

charlotterogerson@yahoo.co.uk Charlotte Rogerson Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

We'd be thrilled to see a junior park run established in Dronfield. Having such a free
activity available locally would greatly benefit numerous children, especially those

whose access to structured physical activities is limited due to financial constraints.
The council should support initiatives like this as they offer numerous advantages for
children. It's unfortunate that they haven't shown interest or considered the needs of

the community. After all, if someone didn't want to hear children, they wouldn't choose
to live near a park!

chris_allen1980@yahoo.co.uk Chris Allen Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Health, fitness and wellbeing for the youngsters of Dronfield seems like an amazing
opportunity that shouldn’t be missed.

richarej13@gmail.com Liz Richardson Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support I strongly support any opportunity for children to be active and promote a healthy

lifestyle.

d-johnson38@sky.com David Johnson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support Junior parkrun gets kids out in the fresh air and is an excellent way to get kids active
and interested in keeping fit & healthy.

luk35mith@gmail.com Luke Smith Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

I strongly support a junior parkrun at any location in Dronfield. It's a fantastic initiative
for young people and for the community. Children of all fitness levels, physical abilities

and with health issues are able to feel included and be physically active, whether
walking or running. It's respectful of all park users and all over in 30mins.

At Graves junior parkrun there are Fanshawe students volunteering towards their
Duke of Edinburgh award.

20-40 people drive to Graves park every Sunday for Graves junior parkrun. They will
use the park and the cafe and St James Retail park on the way home. It would be
better for the environment if they could walk and great for Dronfield if they were

making that contribution to the community and economy here rather than elsewhere.

The type of people that take their children for a run at 9am on a Sunday morning are
unlikely to drive if it's within a mile or 2.

lindsey.fairhurst@outlook.com Lindsey Fairhurst Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

My children have now grown up but would have loved to of been able to participate in
a local junior parkrun of a weekend. I live near the park & have no objections to this
happening every weekend, in fact it would be lovely to see children getting outside &
exercising. It would also bring extra business to the local shops with families needing
refreshments, which can’t be a bad thing. I run myself & it’s much better to provide a

safe environment for them in the park than expecting them to run on the local
footpaths.

stephenhallett@live.co.uk Stephen Hallett Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Organised events are a safe way of getting kids running, and adopting a healthy
lifestyle. Also good for adults!

cooperclassic@hotmail.com Kevin Doyle
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

We’ve attended junior parkruns, as a family, in locations in Rotherham, Sheffield and
Barnsley.  Fantastic environments to encourage youngsters to get out and breath

fresh air and exercise in safety.  Should be encouraged where ever there the
volunteers are available to put on the events.



ceri_suzanne@hotmail.co.uk Ceri Crowther Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
Establishing a healthy lifestyle for children at an early age will help the impact of their

future lives. If more people are fit and healthy it will benefit many other aspects of
their lives and routines in later life.

estheredwards2016@gmail.com Esther Edwards Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

As a regular parkrun participant myself I know how enjoyable and  beneficial the
event is and my own children would have loved to participate when they were

younger.  As a member of dronfield running club and a run leader with Dronfield
Diamonds I would fully support the initiative and help out with the event regularly.

Whilst there is a junior parkrun at graves park, having one in the local area that
families can walk to and get to easily will encourage take up and enable children to

enjoy the fresh air and exercise all free of charge.

I can’t see any negatives to the proposal and can’t understand why the council have
rejected it.

bexturner@hotmail.com Becky Hansen
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support This would make a wonderful community bases activity encouraging our children to

be active. An uplifting, healthy, safe way to socialise for all the family.

melwatts1@hotmail.co.uk Melanie watts Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support
Totally support anything to encourage exercise in the young. Something for them to

do ( relieve boredom) ,good for the community ( encourage families to use other
facilities and Businesses in Dronfield )

simon.bayliss27@gmail.com Simon Bayliss Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

As well as the fitness and running opportunities for runners, parkrun also provides
wellbeing and mental health benefits for volunteers. As a long time volunteer at
Graves junior parkrun I can state that a junior parkrun is an unalloyed good and,

frankly, people who object to the sight and sound of young people enjoying athletic
opportunities in a public park need to be rebuffed, not encouraged

shannoncooke6275@gmail.com Shannon Cooke Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

The reasons from the council are bordering on hilarious. God forbid kids making
noise, leaves falling off trees, or it raining... in a park. Must have really been scraping
the barrel to come up with those reasons considering how many positives there are to

this. Have they ever considered what the local people want? They seem to like
guessing what we're going to do/ think with absolute no proof.

kelmorris@sky.com Kelly Morris Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

My 8 year old son is wanting to participate in a park run. Currently this requires travel
to either Graves Park or Rother Valley and therefore adds to the carbon impact on the

environment and parking issues.

If the park run was to be held in Dronfield then we would walk to it.

The event is a great way of getting kids active, something which is significantly
lacking in present times and results in increased numbers of obesity. Schools have

lessened the PE time and out of school events are generally at cost, something not all
families can afford.  By offering a free event then all children can take part and

ultimately with greater health reduces the impact on the primary care services and
NHS as a whole.

The reasons for refusing the application are lame. It is a park where child ten play and
the noise from children playing would be significantly more than those who are taking
part in a running event.  It is scheduled to last around 45 mins but children play in the

park all day everyday. There are limited residences who would be impacted due to
hedging/trees.  As it will likely be Dronfield children attending then it would be

expected that most wouldn’t be driving unlike the 10k/Fun run which attracts runners
from all over the county and wider.  The paths are plenty wide enough seeing as they

are approved for use by the fun run, which attracts far more participants than a
weekly park run would.

This Council is a disgrace to our children. They don’t want them hanging around and
getting up to mischief and more but then don’t support anything to combat this.

Graves Park and Hillsborough Park both facilitate a park run with significantly more
housing surrounding them and with limited parking available.



dianeprest01@gmail.com Diane Prest Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

As an adult who only started running two years ago, I have reaped the positive
benefits that running on an individual and group basis has given me not only from a

physical fitness aspect but also mental health. Parkrun allows people from all walks of
life to come together, no matter of ability to support each other. Having a junior

parkrun in Dronfield will enable residents that may not usually socialise, communicate
with each other, make new friends and enjoy the beautiful town we live in together.

liv.rm3@gmail.com Olivia
Rawson-McCarthy Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support More activities for young people are needed.

spa68home@gmail.com Simon Alexander Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I run and volunteer every week at Parkruns and have seen the huge physical and
mental health benefits to participants. It's not just for fast runners, runners and

walkers of all abilities including with disabilities or recovering from illness take part in
a very supportive environment. People who would never take part in physical activity
turn up and enjoy it every week. Parkrun is supported by medical professionals and
some local surgeries now prescribe it to patients. I'm sure there might be a few local

residents against it initially, but I would hope the vast majority and the council can see
the benefits for the younger people of Dronfield for around 1 hour a week.

lturner0041@gmail.com Luke Turner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

This would improve the mental & physical health of children which is in strong decline
(I am a healthcare professional and soon to be father). This would help ease

pressures off the NHS, schools, police, parents, etc). There is significant evidence
based support of the above. I fully support this cause and expect the council to be

proactive in finding solutions with  their partners such as the DRC.

charlotteanne2788@gmail.com Charlotte C Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

We regularly benefit from the wonderful fresh air we get on a Sunday morning at
Junior parkrun, meeting friends to run with our young child. We often volunteer

ourselves so would be more than happy to do so here too. It would be enormously
beneficial to have a parkrun we could cycle to instead of driving and also build a

special community event which can drive public health in a positive direction.

katiejoanne28@gmail.com Katie Slater Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

My children currently attend junior parkrun at Graves Park, they love it. It would be
amazing to have a junior parkrun we're able to walk to... because not everyone will

drive to get there!

Junior parkrun is a great event for children & adults alike, it's is always well organised
& supported. It not only gives our children a fun way to be active, it also gives older

children (& adults) volunteering opportunities by way of marshalling & other jobs
needed to make parkrun a success.

smillington17@gmail.com Sophie Turner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

It’s a great idea to allow children to keep fit and active and bring the community
together every week. It would be a joy to see children taking part. I’m soon to have a
baby and would love for them to partake when they are older. I also think it would be
great for the local shops and cafes to bring business every week. I fully support this

idea and can only see good to come from it

lauren.hewtt7@nhs.net Lauren hewitt Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

This is a fantastic opportunity for the youth of dronfield, and the parks in dronfield to
be used as intended for children and fitness.  The park has appropriate paths and

infrastructure for this to happen. What a great idea to give kids healthy opportunities
like this.

robinmorewood7@aol.com Robin Morewood Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Obesity in children is a massive nationwide concern. Giving the children a parkrun will
get them out of the house, exercise, fantastic for wellbeing and mental health, make
friends, socialise, support local business and will use the park exactly for its intended

purpose, recreation.

johnslater324@gmail.com Johnathan Slater Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support An active and healthy lifestyle should be encouraged and people shouldn't have to
travel to another park.

k_a_osmonds@yahoo.co.uk Kath Gee Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support We have three grandchildren living in Dronfield who would absolutely love this park
run

paul_a_robbins@hotmail.co.uk Paul Robbins Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Health and wellbeing of participants



spurr551@btinternet.com Roger Spurr Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Dissapointment at reading this negative reaction by the Town Council puts it mildly.
We have a huge area of space intended for public recreation and its potential should

be used more. Seems like a great idea to get kids together for exercise and also
social time away from a screen.The noise should be accepted as a part of normal
acivity in this park. The width and overunning of paths may be addressed by the

organising clubs marshalls when required? Parking may be a problem but there is a
long run of legal roadside parking for just an hour or two as well as two small car

parks.
The run could also be a starter for other activities for youngsters to compete or attend.

Look at Gosforth fields and how well-attended they are at weekends for football
matches of all ages.

The Town Council should have granted a six months trial at the very least.

kayleigheck@live.com Kayleigh Eckhardt Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

The health and wellbeing being of our family is of huge importance and our children (5
and 8) already take part in park runs surrounding Dronfield, for us to take part locally
would be fantastic and would have a positive impact on the environment, as with so
many families too, we would be able to walk/run to the event rather than needing to

drive.

blazinblanco@hotmail.co.uk Ben Clithero Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

We should provide the young people of our community with as many opportunities,
especially when they promote health and wellbeing. I believe as a parent that a lot of
children are struggling these days more than ever, especially with social media and

phones becoming a huge part in everyday life. If we don’t give them other things to do
that take them away from such things, even for 30 minutes, once a week, then we are

failing them.

thomas.kistell@gmail.com Tom Kistell Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support
The physical and mental health benefits of an additional park run location are clear.

The objections raised by Dronfield Town Council point to minor issues that are surely
outweighed by these advantages.

sharonsjones67@gmail.com Sharon Jones
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support
I support this park run idea, to help families spend time outdoors together, fitness to

help prevent illness and obesity. Also to with mental health.

isobelshipley@gmail.com Isobel Shipley Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support It would be amazing! I wish there was something like that when I was younger.

kennedyhp@sky.com Mrs H Kennedy Yes Gosforth Valley No Support

I’d support this generally but I think the lower age range is too young . They require a
lot of supervision at this age so I’d like to feel satisfied  that the child adult ratio  being
proposed is sufficient  . Personally I think the lower age limit should be raised . On the

proposed plan it also looks as though there’s an area where the children might  be
running for a short distance on the pavement and it’s a very busy  road which does

concern me  .

ajdabbs1982@icloud.com Andy Dabbs Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

In today’s society, the well-being of our children is fundamentally important and
encouraging exercise and fresh air in a fun, engaging and communal way is

fundamentally important. Children should be allowed to play outside without limitation,
and the fact that this group is aiming to manage and coordinate this activity should be
supported fully. To suggest Noise is the reason for refusal is ridiculous. Single finger

park is one of the largest parks in Dronfield with a huge amount of play equipment for
children. It is also bounded by reasonably busy road and bus route.

Park runs are held all over the country and have been immensely successful for good
reason. The objections of a few should not dictate or remove the opportunity for so

many to enjoy the experience of exercising outside in a safe and positive
environment.

Sadly, I am not surprised by this decision as I increasingly witness decisions being
made by senior authority that go against basic common sense. I do not believe, but

the local authority has a right to deny this. I will happily support in whatever way I can
to overturn the decision.

lizmellor9@gmail.com Liz Mellor Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support
It is a great way for children to keep moving, get fresh air and bring the community

together. We have at least 8 schools in and around Dronfield for goodness sake! Why
not give it a go?!

pennyhunt86@hotmail.com Penny Hunt Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I think it’s a great idea to get children outdoors and taking exercise in a fun, safe,
organised way.  I believe that since covid the mental health of many of our children
has been affected negatively. Anything to get them feeling good is a winner in my

view.



m.horsfield1989@googlemail.com Matthew Horsfield Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

I live directly opposite the proposed site and have zero concerns on noise levels. The
buses cause more noise than the kids playing in the park.

Creating opportunity for young kids to develop active habits is paramount to combat
the obesity crisis in this country and to keep our future generations healthy.

lukesherwood@hotmail.com Luke Sherwood Yes No Strongly support Excellent opportunity for kids to exercise, grow and socialise with others. Benefiting to
families and the local community

joshgarton0@gmail.com Josh Garton Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support It’ll be a great way to get kids active and build a sense of community.
rbull46@gmail.com Richard Bull Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support The mental and physical health benefits and knock-on benefits to families.

agentzed2@gmail.com Zoe Hubbard Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support My kids would love to be part of this activity.

zsirai@sky.com Joanne Zsirai Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support How can this not be a good thing for all. The reasons for Dronfield council rejecting
this are ridiculous!

sophiejai123@gmail.com Sophie Jackson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

My older son currently goes to graves for the parkrun, which is a hilly course. It would
be great to be able to walk to sindefingen for him to join in, rather than have to drive

to graves.
My youngest is 4 and has Cystic Fibrosis, exercise is very important for his condition.

A flat course would mean he'd be able to join in the parkrun, benefiting his health
greatly.

An adult parkrun would also be great for the dronfield area.
It almost feels like the council don't want fit and healthy young people.

melanhulb@gmail.com Melanie Hulbert Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support It's a great idea to get children out and exercising, meeting and making new friends.

natalie_kay10@hotmail.com Natalie Kay Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Our son would love to participate. We could walk to the park.

alexallenevans@gmail.com Alex Evans Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Both my children would enjoy a parkrun and we could easily walk here instead of
driving out of Dronfield. It's very near to us and that's a good thing, not a problem. I

think parks should be busy and full of kids at the weekends, so I can't see a problem
with 100 kids enjoying the park on a Sunday morning. That's literally  what parks are
there for. There are plenty of streets to park on that won't be full and are not directly
outside houses. And it's only for an hour a week. We would walk there anyway. As

would all the local people, as they are healthy if they are doing a parkrun and can use
it as a warm up. It seems most of it is on the paths, so it won't cause damage to the

fields. And a few kids running on the grass is commonplace at the park anyway when
they play football. I really can't see any negatives. It's not even costing the council

anything. It's all run by volunteers.
Also, it would be great if we could have an adult parkrun please!

sdmarley9@gmail.com Mrs Susan Marley Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
We all know how important it is for children to be active. This promotes healthy minds

and bodies. You only have to look at how well the Dronfield fun run is to know the
park run would be well used .

thehistoryvan@gmail.com Kathryn Parkin Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

Bringing the young people of the community together will help grow social bonds for
the future. The fitness and health of our community will improve and children will have
a safe introduction to a nationwide activity. The efforts of the running club should be

applauded and supported by the council, in a time of budget cuts and concerns,
having a community group offering to support the area with a new initiative at no cost

to the council is a privilege.

marierollitt@yahoo.co.uk Marie Rollitt Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support
We live in close proximity to Sindelfingen Park and are in the older age bracket. We

are more than  happy to support a weekly junior park run with all the health and social
benefits that it would provide for our local youngsters.

tracykknight@outlook.com Tracy Knight Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
I believe a Jnr parkrun would encourage more young people to be active. As a

resident of Dronfield, with 3 children, I have made use of Sindlefingen Park and it is a
large enough park to accommodate a group of kids running round it for half an hour.

michaelneil555@hotmail.com Mike Neil Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

It’s essential we encourage our children to be active outdoors. This could be a great
gateway to a healthier lifestyle and to experience a race environment from an early

age. It appears from reading the objections that there isn’t anything major preventing
this from going ahead. Let’s encourage our children to be active outdoors and get

them away from their media devices. It would be great for the town in our opinion and
we fully support the proposal.



lozscrafield@hotmail.com Lauren Scrafield Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

My children currently are nearly 3 & 1. My 3 year old is a very active child, whilst
presently not being able to participate at present, in future I feel it would be of huge

benefit.
Having recently read an article, interestingly on average prisoners spend more time

outside than children, so any form of activity which promotes being outdoors and
gaining physical, mental and social benefits is a huge positive.

sarah@nicholson.co.uk Sarah Nicholson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

This would be amazing way to get kids moving more, get outside and off the devices.
They can do the run with friends and become a weekly social event for children. This
could help children make new friends and it’s a new opportunity for children to be part

of something.

katebroomhead@evolveict.com Kate Broomhead Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

The more park runs available to children the better. Both my children ran and enjoyed
the fun run and would love the opportunity to do it every week.

The objections seems ridiculous to me! There are 2 schools in the vicinity so parking
is not a valid reason and if residents choose to live near a children’s playground and 2

schools  surely they expect some noise.

mattjoicey@gmail.com Matthew joicey Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

It’s healthy, it’s community minded, it’s family orientated, it’s a positive thing physically
and mentally for our kids to do and honestly I haven’t read a viable reason why it

couldn’t be done. Dronfield would whole heartedly benefit from an event of this kind
and the fact dronfield running club will fund start up and run it is something they

should be applauded for.
The points against don’t hold water where as the positives could be immeasurable.

katiebertram@hotmail.co.uk Katie Hurman Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

We live very close to the park and we have not received any consultations about this.
We would strongly support this and have no objections. I have children aged 4 and 6
years old and this would be an amazing opportunity for them to encourage a healthy

lifestyle, engage with the community. A park run would also support local independent
businesses within a close proximity to the park.

barkermstthew55@gmail.com Matthew Barker Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Public parks are meant for all to enjoy. Particularly young people in this age of online
gaming and other inactive distractions.

Everything that may get the young people outdoors should be heavily encouraged
even if there is a small chance there maybe disruption for an hour on a Saturday

morning.
Tape on the corners to prevent heavy wear to the grass. Encourage walking to the

event.
Would be interesting to know how many councillors live near Sindelfingen.

lucyhbeal@outlook.com Lucy Beal Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support Kids deserve to be out running and better than sitting in playing on computers etc
jo_sudbury@hotmail.co.uk Jo Sudbury Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Children need local exercise opportunities to learn healthy lifestyle for their future

david.broomhead@mavents.co David Broomhead Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

This would be of great benefit to kids in the community, promoting a healthy lifestyle
and bringing additional revenue to local cafes, shops, etc. I’m astounded this has

been rejected.
pyebridge2@hotmail.co.uk Claire Whysall Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support It’s a great idea for the children/families of Dronfield.

chris@3teddies.co.uk Christine Myers
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Encouraging young people to exercise out in the fresh air is always a great idea. Park

runs are well organised fun events.

katiecasson@icloud.com Katie Casson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

It would be great to have a park run locally. Great for my kids and others their age to
get fit and enjoy running with their friends.

In an age when getting kids active and off screens, this would be a fantastic event
that could do that whilst causing minimal affect on those living close to the park, of

which I am one.

helenhawkins85@gmail.com Helen Hawkins Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

There are no valid arguments against it. We have the space, the funding, the interest,
the need and the volunteers. A park is there is to be used and to benefit health, no

just to be stared at through a window. Most Dronfield residents will walk to the event
and there is adequate street parking for others.

jenn.wren2013@outlook.com Jennifer Bellamy Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support What a great way to introduce children I to running in a safe environment, and for
them to make new friends.

emmadaniellethompson@gmail.com Emma Thompson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support It would be a great community event and I know my children would love to participate.
It goes without saying it's good exercise too.

sophie_veitch@hotmail.co.uk Sophie Veitch Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support It would be amazing for kids



gemstyles1@outlook.com Gemma Styles Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

The benefits would be huge and the social normalisation of excercise in particular for
us would help getting the kids active. The reasons the council have outlined for

opposition have clearly been overcome elsewhere nationally and regionally. Instead
of an outright no I would have expected my local council to have liaised and worked

collaboratively with other areas to share good practice and mitigate their concerns, or
at least suggest alternatives.

e.blakey1867@gmail.com Liz blakey Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

We already go to Graves parkrun, Olympic parkrun and occasionally got to tiger
rumour parkruns. These don’t have lots of car parking but participants are respectful
of surrounding areas. The encouragement by children of children to run is amazing.

They get so many positives from joining in a sport.

sarahcrobbo@gmail.com Sarah Robinson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

A fantastic idea that would be great for the youngsters. Most people would be able to
walk to the park therefore the impact of parking would be minimal and only for a short
time anyway as like the proposal states the event only takes approx 30 mins. I would
also support an adult park run! The council needs to listen and do something positive!

belinda.claire.cocker@gmail.com  Belinda Cocker Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support
What a positive thing for our community! For both current and future generations! A
way for children to make new friends, parents to make new friends, a way to get our

kids active and involved their community.
yuvaraj014@gmail.com Yuvana rajasekar Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great for kids. My daughter love running.. We are just living near by..

luke_ellison@sky.com Luke Ellison Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
The health and social benefits for the community are vast. These events are run
every weekend up and down the country with ease and do not cause any issues

whatsoever to anyone. There is no reason not to back this!

nigelwatson5@gmail.com Nigel Watson Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

My kids have grown up and either left or about to leave Dronfield in the next year or
so. But as a volunteer youth worker in the town it’s very clear there is limited provision

for any kids activities, especially free to access ones, so I would fully support this
option.

donna_starz@hotmail.com Donna Wright Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support It's beneficial for bringing families together for health reasons and emotional wellbeing

norshed@hotmail.com James Wright Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

A local organised run for the youth of Dronfield is a great idea. It promotes health and
exercise, and would be a great use of the park. Isn’t that what parks are supposed to

be used for??

jen.r.paxman@gmail.com Jenny Paxman Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

What a fabulous initiative and one that brings us in line with forward thinking
authorities all over the country. Our children deserve this opportunity to remain

physically active. I cannot begin to think of a reason why this wouldn’t be supported
when our children are our future. Who would deny them this opportunity to build great

habits to remain physically active for physical and mental health and wellbeing?

johnmoxon83@googlemail.com John Moxon Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

This would be an excellent event which would encourage children to lead active
lifestyles. The reasons put forward by Dronfield TC for refusing permission are weak.
Surely one of the purposes of a council owned recreational park is to provide space
for small scale events of this type. I encourage the TC to reconsider their decision.

michael.dungworth@gmail.com Michael Dungworth Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support It seems kids and teens of Dronfield don’t have enough to do. Surley the more that’s
provided, the better!

rbradshaw81@hotmail.com ryan bradshaw Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Health and community benefits.
Also wouldn’t have to drive to other park runs in Sheffield

lauren_peel_10@hotmail.com Lauren Peel Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Support Good to get children outdoors and exercising
anna_abc@live.co.uk Anna Rattigan Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support It would help us be more active as a family

blsomerset@googlemail.com Bethany Thompson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Beneficial to have more for children & families to do and enjoy outside together.

helenrowlandson@aol.co.uk Helen Davies
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support It’s an easy way to get my kids out and do some exercise together.

natmiss@live.co.uk Natalie Wilkinson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

We currently do park run at Graves Park - We do this every other weekend or at least
once a month. Our only reason for not doing it every weekend is because of the
distance. We live in Dronfield, a short walk away from the proposed park for a

Dronfield park run. We would definitely do a more local park run on a weekly basis.
My children are 6 & 8 Years old, we would benefit from park run coming to Dronfield

on so many levels. Not only is it a good excuse to leave the house, it’s fun, great form
of regular exercise to ensure children stay or become fit and healthy. Dronfield is

already a close knit community but this would bring the residences closer together.
We hope an appeal can change the decision which has already been made and

hopefully the panel can resee how much our town would benefit from this activity.



michaelr75@me.com M Cartwright Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Community is one essential social value. It not only benefits the children (although the
focus) but the organising committee.  This opportunity should be grabbed with both
hands and supported.  I understand the car parking concerns, but the RC should be
given an opportunity to Pilot the scheme and given time to address this (if it is a real
issue).  ‘The only source of knowledge is experience’ - AE. This could also benefit

local businesses if they seize the chance.

mrslaraknight@gmail.com Lara Knight Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Health and well being of the children. Community engagement. Use of the parks.

Great idea by the organisers to help children and families get fit. Well thought out and
considered proposal.

dani1612@hotmail.co.uk Dani Johnson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great to get them into exercise

sjsanders@ymail.com Sarah Sanders Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

There is nothing to do in Dronfield for young people. Young people quite often do not
do PE at school and it would give an opportunity for children to keep active in an era
when childhood obesity is on the rise. I cannot see how it would be so disruptive that
there would be a noise problem & the park is there for children and it’s only right that

they should use it.

benita@catialtd.com Benita Cegarra Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

Regular exercise is really important to children for their long-term health and
well-being. This is an excellent initiative to enable this. My kids are now grown up, but

opportunities like this one were a key part in their healthy relationship with exercise
and the outdoors.

knighta@hotmail.com Andrew David
Knight Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Children's health and wellbeing is extremely important. This would benefit them
immensely. Also, it feels as though the town council are actively discriminating against

children for spurious reasons e.g. a park may get noisy.

johnstonann37@gmail.com Ann Johnston Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support A park is exactly what things like this are for. We should be helping our children keep
healthy. Older children especially need more to do in Dronfield.

jagallacher75@gmail.com Jenny Gallacher Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

parkrun brings so much to the community & especially for any children taking part.
Most kids would be round within 20 minutes or so therefore the event would be
packed up by 10am at the very latest limiting any disruption to other park users,
although I can’t imagine it disrupting anyone. We all know how much exercise

benefits everyone therefore this regular event can only be a good thing. Any houses
aren’t that close to be disturbed by an event like this & there is plenty of parking

available without getting in the way of anyone living near.

toriador.jones@gmail.com Victoria Jones Yes Dronfield Summerfield Yes Strongly support

Healthy, active happy children engaging in fitness together, this builds a strong base
for them to continue fitness on a regular basis as they grow into Adults. In the long

term becoming healthy adults puts less stress on the NHS and supports healthy
mental health.

hello@curiouscleo.co.uk Rebecca Akid Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support This activity would greatly benefit both my children both physically and mentally.
There is nothing like this for them in Dronfield that already exists.

ehazlehurst@sky.com Liz Hazlehurst Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

Junior park run is a fantastic event for young people, getting them active and out in
the fresh air instead of sat in front of a screen. This is a great idea and would certainly

encourage physical activity amongst younger people in Dronfield. Getting them into
the habit at an early age of keeping active and being healthy is vital for their long term

health - both physical and mental.

andrewgoodwin74@gmail.com Andrew Goodwin Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
The councils reasons for not supporting the Junior Park Run are not palatable to me.

Please overturn your decision and make the right decision for once.
Support the young people of your Community and show you actually care.

carolinenewbury1@gmail.com Caroline newbury Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support Health and inclusion in sport great idea
donnaashtontuck@btinternet.com Donna Botham Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Health fitness and activities for children

lucymorton33@gmail.com Lucy Morton Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

Promote better health and wellbeing in the community, give children an activity to
participate in on a weekend, give children a chance to meet other children of similar

ages in the area whilst being healthy

ccwarbo@gmail.com Chloe goddard Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support I think it would be great for kids to stay active and do something together! Also
promotes exercise to decrease obesity

tcorby@duck.com Tim Corby Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Junior Parkrun would help provide a healthy and stronger community. DTCs
objections are entirely protectionist and have not considered the benefits. The paths

have to conform to minimum widths and built to withstand localised flooding so I don't
think they can use these arguments as landowners.



pidd58@yahoo.co.uk Kathryn Topham Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

Children and young people need opportunities to have a safe place to do a park run -
They need this to encourage them to maintain and develop healthy lifestyles. They

are the future of Dronfield and we need to encourage them use facilities such as the
park appropriately. Parks are made for them to enjoy themselves in a safe

environment - there should a number of activities on offer to encourage healthy
lifestyles, rather than anti-social behaviour.

Other benefits include as detailed in the paper on the Park run website which are very
important and relevant to the council:

Improved social connections, community integration, social support and a sense of
belonging.

Increased confidence, reduced isolation, depression, anxiety and stress, and space to
think.

Volunteering opportunities increase inclusivity.
Enhanced feelings of wellbeing through reducing social isolation, depression, anxiety,

stress and increasing confidence.
A social occasion to meet new people, share a passion, and meet up with friends.

Objections:

Noise in the park would upset local residents - Go out and do something else, or
enjoy the sound of children and young people enjoying themselves!!

Parents would ignore our request to park in the public car parks - If you have a car,
you pay road tax - you can park anywhere as long as its not blocking driveways, and
not a double yellow lines. I think some would walk / run to the event anyway. But on
the other side of this - if children are doing a park run and then driving home - is this

really an issue.

Drainage concerns where paths would be wet or muddy - I suppose this would be
down to the organisers to decide if the run is safe to take place on the dates.

Paths being "too narrow" for children to run on - The paths aren't too narrow, I am
sure they can over take using the grass with little trouble. If you know when the run is
happening then don't go the park when its happening if you really have an objection

to it.

Groundskeeper would have to clear the paths of leaves every Friday - Really every
Friday;  I doubt this given the seasonal weather we have.

I personally hate running but I wouldn't stop others, and perhaps if as a child I was
given this sort of opportunity them I might have found a love for it!

helen_hughesuk@yahoo.com Helen Johnston
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Great way of encouraging a sense of achievement and physical activity

apswfc@yahoo.co.uk Andrew Sandford Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I am a PE teacher at a secondary school in a different local authority but live in
Dronfield. As such I fully support  any opportunity encouraging children and young

people to become more active. There are well documented benefits of this for
participants - physical, social and mental health wise.

Park run is also, in the main, a non-competitive activity that encourages participation
and fun. Dronfield has many opportunities for children to play team games but these
are not suited to all and a park run offers something different. It is also free so cost

will not be an barrier to participation.

I am also a parent of two girls, 12 and 14. I think this would have been a fantastic
opportunity to get them into life long habits and also boost their confidence and help

them make friends.

Finaly, Dronfield is a very active community and with the addition of a park run, the
reputation and profile of the town would  be enhanced further.



pollykirk99@gmail.com Pauline Kirk Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

Child health and non competitive achievement, council should have a “can do”
attitude and look positively on such proposals, not think up reasons not to do it. My

grandchildren who live in Sheffield have loved Parkrun from an early age- a fun
activity involving all the family.

evie@nawatson.com Evie Watson Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support
I’m 17 and although I’m now too old now to take part in this event I would have loved
to have been able to do this when I was younger instead of having to venture out of

dronfield to take part in activities outside of school.

pete1953@hotmail.co.uk Peter Moxon
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support
The benefits of a junior parkrun to the children of Dronfield and the surrounding area
far outweigh the concerns of Dronfield TC. The evidence is overwhelming due to the

outstanding success of junior parkruns locally and nationwide.

rachaelprecious@googlemail.com Rachael Vernon Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Community event to encourage a healthy mind and healthy body in our children and
to enjoy the outdoors

liz.dent1989@gmail.com Liz Beasley the Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support Increase engagement with fitness and running for young children. Social and fun.
Healthy outlet for energy

knoxy37@hotmail.con Hannah Knox Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

This can only be a great community event. It encourages activity in young people,
volunteers have roles increasing mental health, doesn’t involve alcohol like other

larger community events. Takes place in a park where local residents can expect to
find children and children related noise. Is fairly central to Dronfield wards so most

locals will walk but parking for a short time on a Sunday will be more than adequate
and respectful. Will bring people to local shops popping in for drinks, snacks, last

minute shopping. Will increase the health of the local population forging healthy habits
for life. Will reduce the commute/eco impact to other junior park runs ie graves. I

cannot understand the concerns of the council for such a positive, health promoting,
community spirited event!

gemmakangley@hotmail.co.uk Gemma Kangley Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support This is a fantastic way for children to keep healthy and fit. It's a great way of

encouraging a healthy hobby. It enables children to make new friends.

gwenplant@sky.com Gwen Planf Yes Gosforth Valley No Support Provides an excellent opportunity for children and families to keep fit and enjoy the
outdoors

vkimmons@hotmail.com  Vicki Hallam Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support
Children need to be encouraged to keep fit and be outside more in this increasing

tech filled society. Parkrun is a fabulous way to achieve this and parks are for exactly
this sort of activity.

joannetramp@yahoo.co.uk Joanne Janes Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

As a country,  we have an increased level of obesity in children. Having a local
parkrun would help encourage children to become physical fit & active. This will
hopefully carry through to adult life & help cut the burden on the NHS.The social

benefits of parkrun is also immense. Children meeting & forming friendships outside
of school is a powerful tool in later life. Added to this is the mental health benefits of

being outdoors & coming together as a community. Please see sense Dronfield Town
Council

rachelplr49@gmail.com Rachel Pillar Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support It encourages children to move away from computers and put in the fresh air ,
meeting other families and developing a healthy interest in physical activity

chrisi.w@doctors.org.uk Chrisi Watson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support
This would be a great way for children to keep fit and healthy. I live near Sindelfingen
Park and have absolutely no objections to the park being used this way, I think it’s a

great idea.

w_vernon@icloud.com Wayne Vernon Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
We need to be encouraging positive use of public spaces to foster a stronger

community. Park Run is one example of something which is so simple, but yet so
beneficial to all involved.

joannelstaley@yahoo.co.uk Joanne staley Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support We travel to poolsbrook to do the park run which is a great event. Something closer

would be even better

shortgemma@yahoo.co.uk Gemma Millard Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

I have three boys between the age of 9-14, they would love a park run! We should be
encouraging all children to get outside in the fresh air and do some exercise and be

part of the community. I honestly find the reasons the council have given ludicrous. It's
a park, isn't a park meant to be used for children's recreation. I know many towns

including my original hometown of Scunthorpe who host a park run and it has been
wildly successful and had many positive benefits to the local community and people.

We would attend if it were to be given the green light. I think you'd find also that
people would no doubt walk their children to the park for the run rather than drive if
they weren't too far away. Also how many weeks a year would there actually be wet

leaves on the ground? Not many, surely it can't be denied on that basis for something
that is at best about 2 months of the year.

avk@hotmail.co.uk Anne Kangley Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support An easy and obvious activity that benefits kids and everyone in the town



nick.staley@hotmail.con Nicholas Staley Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support This would be a great addition to Dronfield. Close by, convenient and what better way

to get our children moving.

darr3nmi11er@gmail.com Darren Miller Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support À local park run would mean we wouldn't need to drive to Sheffield or Chesterfield to
take part in one

r.holehouse84@gmail.com Rob Holehouse Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
My daughter has done over 50 park runs at Graves park , Olympic Park & Staveley.

It would be great to have a local park run to attend.
A lot of her school friends attend park run & have to travel each week.

janetmmorton@gmail.com Janet Morton Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

An event which regularly encourages children to engage in enjoyable, well organised
exercise should be strongly supported. This event will cost the local council nothing;

we should be able to make a community space available to them for a very short
proportion of each week in order to support this.

l-teather@hotmail.co.uk Laura Harrison Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

As a resident living very close to the park none of the issues raised by the council
concern me and I do not feel they should prevent a positive healthy activity for the

youth. We would definitely take part and have no concerns. Come on Dronfield town
council what’s really the issue?!

lisa.w.m@gmail.com Lisa Williams Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support This would be a fantastic thing to do for the local community and would benefit local
children. It is important to promote children getting outdoors and exercising.

lisaford80@hotmail.co.uk Lisa Ford Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

Child obesity, children having fun, adults seeing children having fun,. We are
supposed to be a community so this is a great thing for families to get behind. My

children would love this. Why do we always have to travel in order to do things when
we have such lovely parks around Dronfield.

filhowson@gmail.com Philip Howson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support I have seen how parkrun has improved participants health significantly. Saving the
NHS time and money.

karma846@yahoo.co.uk Robert Williams Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

This is a great opportunity to promote health and wellbeing in our younger members
of the  community. It would help with mental wellbeing and would provide an

opportunity to get together each week and make new friends whilst doing something
fun and active.

ruthronksley@hotmail.co.uk Ruth
Ronksley-Khan Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Children are no longer getting the recommended amount of physical activity through

structured PE in school so this would be a wonderful way to get more activity
natbaldwin@hotmail.co.uk Natalie Holland Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support We desperately need more activities for our young ones in Dronfield

lucystaves@hotmail.co.uk Lucy Staves Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Excellent idea to encourage fitness & health in our young children and is important to
set these ideals from an early age. Would also make use of a large playing area, that

is (in my opinion) widely under used. Who else would be in the park at 9am on a
Sunday other than a couple of dog walkers?! I understand that locals will be

concerned about parking but there is plenty near by and most, I suspect will walk.
Would also benefit the local co-op and cafe with regular footfall. The one at Graves

Park is very successful and if they can do it, I don’t see why Dronfield can’t over come
the same issues that they will have.

leo.shippam@googlemail.com Leo shippam Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great idea and should not be opposed

carrie83con@hotmail.com Carrie Kirk Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support It’s so important for children’s physical and mental health to exercise.
This being local would be amazing

rpillar72@gmail.com Robin Pillar
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support
Making sport and fitness events for young people accessible should be a priority. It

gets children outdoors, improves their physical and mental health and Parkrun’s are a
great way for families to start the weekend together

angielcfc@googlemail.com Angie Young Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

The area is lacking in activities for children. These are needed to help children be
active and healthy and give them something productive to do. The reasons given for

refusal do not reflect the views of the people that live here and the councillors are
elected to represent the views of residents. Parks are places for children to have fun

and make noise. Most people that would participate are local and would not
necessarily need to drive to the event. Surely permission could be granted for a small
number of events to gauge if there are any problems. It isn’t an everyday event it’s for
a hour or so at a weekend. It seems a nonsense that there is a belief this could cause

such a problem.
benmerritt@gmail.com Ben Merritt Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Excellent idea in a space which is well-equipped for that exact thing.



omilyscomily@hotmail.com Omily Parkin Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Particularly in the Dronfield Woodhouse area we need more free sporting events for
children. Anything that brings a family out of the house to do something active is

going to benefit both the family and it's community.
The reasons given not to go ahead are very poor indeed.

These ranged from:

Noise in the park would upset local residents - what local residents? Majority of
houses are at minimum across a busy road from the park anyway. Have they asked

residents? Why are we assuming this would be the case?

Parents would ignore our request to park in the public car parks -
People will park where they can yes but this is no different to any other of the week, in

fact the Park Run will take place at one of the quietest times of the week and
therefore reduce any parking issues.

Drainage concerns where paths would be wet or muddy - this is a general concern for
this park which the Town Council should be addressing anyway if they want continued

and safe use of this park. It also doesn't effect the paths which will be used.

Paths being "too narrow" for children to run on - I know of at least one school Fun
Run which takes place here every year and therefore disproves this complaint.

Groundskeeper would have to clear the paths of leaves every Friday -
Surely this is his/her job anyway? Also clearing of leaves on a Friday will not make

any difference for a Sunday event anyway and this again is null and void.

The huge benefits of holding this event far outweigh any negatives. Please consider
the next generation in your decision making process!

ninpoignie@gmail.com Virginia poignie Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support This is a great way to get kids up and moving

jeanette.shipley@gmail.com Jeanette Shipley Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

There are extremely limited free activities for 8-14 years (can do 4-14) in Dronfield.
This also has great health benefits too. Parks like Graves manage a junior park run
with narrow paths and has much greater footfall. It is about time Dronfield Council

catered for all ages rather than retirees!

kirstyhall100@hotmail.com Kirsty Butterworth Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

My son is 9 years old and he currently participates in park runs that we have to drive
too! He absolutely loves them and asks if he can participate every week! Having one

so close in Dronfield would be ideal and an amazing idea! I'd also be happy to
volunteer and I imagine many other parents would!!!

jennierowlandson@hotmail.co.uk Jennie Clithero Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Junior Parkrun is wildly successful everywhere it is currently set up. It would foster a
sense of Community amongst local youngsters by providing a (fully marshalled!)

regular meeting place to get together and get active! A chance to meet friends and
make new ones. A chance to try running if they have never run before and improve on

personal goals if they have. Many of the children taking part would need to be
dropped off/picked up by an adult which would very likely improve the traffic to local
businesses surrounding Sindelfingen Park even if it is just for an hour or so every

Sunday morning.

claire.jane.todd@gmail.com Claire Todd
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

Parkrun and junior parkrun is a wonderful initiative to bring communities together and
to get people active.

I’ve taken by two boys to numerous junior events and they have thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.

I really hope a new junior event gets the go ahead from the council.

jennythorpe2003@yahoo.co.uk Jenny Hitchman Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

It’s a fantastic idea that would engage so many of the young people in the area. I
know there are young runners out there that choose to travel further afield to attend

park runs so to have one on the door step would be amazing. We need more sporting
events in Dronfield to keep the younger generation engaged. With the % of obesity

cases quickly rising we need to do what we can to support those wanting to remain fit
and healthy.

joshorthouse@gmail.com Joanne Shorthouse Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support
We need to get more younger children interested in sport. Park Run is a fantastic

initiative. Will improve children’s health and wellbeing and give them a real sense of
achievement.

ozwellafa84@gmail.com David Osborne Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support As young people need an outlet and a fun way to keep fit. This is a way of creating a
life long love of fitness and well being.

mike@mikerobo.org Mike Robinson Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support It's a no brainer and there is a park in Dronfield



jowtn09@gmail.com Jo watson Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

As a parent and educator in Derbyshire for 25 years, I have seen the importance of
exercise on both physical and emotional wellbeing for young people. There has been
an emphasis within schools to increase and encourage students to exercise but, this

cannot solely be the responsibility of schools. Many parents want to be part of healthy
lifestyle choices and encourage their children to take part in activities. For a large

town Dronfield has few resources aimed at young people and certainly non that are
support by the local council and are free to families, most are privately run and

therefore out of some families budgets. This proposal from a local running club would
support both physical and emotional well being for families as well as promoting
community cohesion. Their often appears a negative social perception of young

people in Dronfield, this would be a great opportunity to challenge these perceptions
and see a positive an inspiring side of our young people. Hopefully it could pave the

way for future community based activities for young people in the town & in the
process increase engagement in positive activities therefore reduce the negative

behaviours that are focussed on.

e_crossland@hotmail.com Emma Furniss Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support I live close by and have no objections. So many children would benefit from this and
lead a healthier lifestyle as an adult as a direct result.

adamski72@hotmail.co.uk Adam Green Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

My 12 year old has done Graves & Endcliffe Park runs. I would argue Sindelfingen is
a more suitable venue than the very busy Sheffield parks

And it’s great for the kids - Dronfield is lacking in activities
leanneholmes1@gmail.com Leanne Holmes Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support A fantastic opportunity for children!

anna_m123@hotmail.com Anna White Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
We need more activities such as the park run to be available for young people in

Dronfield to prevent antisocial behaviour, reliance on technology, to support mental
health and to promote healthy lifestyle choices.

claireanderson@hotmail.com Claire Lawrie Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
My 6 year old daughter has started going jogging with me and I know she would love
the opportunity to take part in a run with her friends on a regular basis. Anything we

can do to encourage a healthy lifestyle for our children is beneficial to our town.

olivia.mcguinness@hotmail.com Olivia McGuinness Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support We have been looking for a local park run for our 8 and 6 year old for a while. This
would be a fantastic opportunity for young people in our local area.

jamieinch54262@gmail.com Jamie Inch Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

Dronfield does not have a regular event such as this. This is something that will bring
the community together whilst encouraging our children to have a healthy and

competitive lifestyle. It would also be beneficial for local businesses that are open
nearby and attract visitors to the area.

tara864@hotmail.com Tara Aspinall Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support Great to promote a healthy lifestyle

harveycatj@gmail.com Catherine Harvey Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

We have taken our children to the nearest park run- at Graves Park. It is a wonderful
organisation in my opinion. Promoting a healthy activity, fun for the kids and their

families, free to participate and a great opportunity to socialise within our community.
We've seen many other families from Dronfield at the Graves Park run. It would mean
lots of us wouldn't have to use the car to get to the park on a sunday morning- even

better.
How wonderful that we have an organisation willing to set this up in our town. I

sincerely hope the council can see the huge benefits of park run and approve this
proposal. If councillors went along to a junior park run on a Sunday they could not fail

to see the fantastic benefits for children and their families.

gina252@hotmail.com Gina Harrison Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Why would you oppose something that is to help young people get fit, healthy and out
and about exercising in the fresh air with friends. I think it’s a wonderful idea.

katygregory@sky.com Kathryn Gregory Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

As a parent of a nearly 15 year old, this would have been great! A park run for
children will promote healthy living, mental well-being, community spirit, and the fight

against childhood obesity.  Children need more things in the Dronfield community.
Sindelfingen park provides a safe environment for this and is within walking distance
for a large majority of families. For those that can’t walk there, there is a public car

park, plus scout hut car park and Drs car park which could be used with their
permission.  This would be a short event with very little impact on local residents. (I

live near the park)

As for the paths being too narrow, the grass is always overgrown over the edges of
the path reducing the width by at least 30 either side (my elderly father put a

complaint in a few years ago regarding this) and if this was maintained, this wouldn’t
be an issue.

clairebell22@icloud.com Claire Bell Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support It would be a great addition to Dronfield, I would definitely bring my children along.

Anything which encourages exercise and being outside is a good thing.



sarahchapman009@gmail.com Sarah chapman Yes Dronfield South Yes Support

Great opportunity for young people to try something different, for them to be active
and to experience achievement as they improve their distance/speed. Also to

experience the camaraderie of the community, along with perhaps a little healthy
competition.

I can’t see it having a huge impact on other park users as I shouldn’t imagine it is
hugely busy at that time on a Sunday morning anyway. There will obviously be an

impact from parking but many people will live locally and therefore walk to the event,
and there are car parks and lots of street parking in the vicinity. I think it’s a great idea

and I would love to encourage both of my kids (9 +6) to give it a go
r4chel82@gmail.com Rachel leff Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Health and fitness is vital for all, this proposal supports it.

hrhughes2004@yahoo.co.uk Helen Hughes Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
My oldest daughter (10) would love the opportunity to take part. She’s enjoyed
running the annual fun run and would benefit from a weekly organised run. My

younger daughter is soon to be 4 and would also enjoy the event
karen.hoyes@talktalk.net Karen Hoyes Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Important to encourage young people to stay fit and healthy

nicholastaylor@hotmail.co.uk Nicholas Taylor Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support A park is a place for recreational activities, not to just look at. A chance to help kids
keep fit and enjoy being healthy.

sharon_dinas@hotmail.co.uk Sharon Osborne Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support It would hugely benefit local children and young people

annika.l.kaczmarek@gmail.com Annika Lipyeat Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support I don’t really understand what the problem is?! Children running around a park once a
week? The local school are allowed to do it every year

Matty.7487@gmail.com Matt Wallbank Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Great way to get the community together and promote healthy living at a young age.

pgriffiths11@gmail.com Paul Griffiths
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

We’ve seen how positive the junior park runs have been for our family. The kids have
benefitted both physically and sociably. It’s a fantastic event that the whole family can

get involved in. In addition I would note the organisation of these events has been
incredible. A Dronfield junior park run would be so well received by the local and

surrounding community.

mfkenyon90@gmail.com Michael Kenyon Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
It would be a great opportunity of kids and the community. Especially for some of the
older kids, it would be a great entry and /or on going event to get them excited and

involved in athletics

nr.robb789@gmail.com Natasha Robb
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

Anything we can do to provide fun/ social opportunities to keep and encourage  our
children to be  healthy should not be denied.  Other places seem to cope with the not

insurmountable problems the council are putting forward. I feel / hope more
collaboration might see problems ironed out. Fingers crossed the council just doesn’t
want the run because it would mean having to pay park keepers extra to ensure the

park is tidy/ safe.

sarah.roe@hotmail.co.uk Sarah Roe Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

The reasons given to refuse the run are beyond pathetic. Noise? Children? During
daytime hours? My word, whatever next.  To refuse on these grounds is totally
disproportionate. More people enjoy seeing happy kids than moan about noise.

There is little going off for kids in the area and with child mental health suffering, we
need to take as much opportunity to allow them to have fun, socialise and keep fit.
The schools are reducing PE lessons due to cost cutting. They absolutely have to

have some fitness and exercise somehow.

s_r_dell@hotmail.com Sarah Dell Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Health and wellbeing of our children should be promoted at every opportunity. We use
the park run event at Graves and would love there to be a local event.

gilbertanita@icloud.com Anita Gilbert Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

If it had been here when my children were of the age range to participate, they would
have. There are not enough activities for the young people in the Dronfield area, and
this is something that benefits health and well-being, which should be wholeheartedly
supported. Our parks and recreation facilities should be readily available for ALL of

the community.

cpgoulduk@yahoo.co.uk Clare Gould Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

This event would be a thoroughly positive opportunity to improve health and
community spirit every week. The town council’s objections to date seem petty and

unreasonable. The run would be complete and gone by 10am on a Sunday morning.
Local residents have chosen to live next to a park and I imagine are happy to hear

people using it in such a positive way. And leaf sweeping? Really?!

kirst1986@hotmail.com Kirsty morrison Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Great idea, we would love this as a family, and to encourage young people to get
active

si_de11@hotmail.com Simon Dell Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Promoting the health of children should be a high priority. Healthy children perform
better in school and have a better quality of life.

andydprice@gmail.com Andy Price Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
It is a park. For children. How can the council voices concerns of noise?! May as well
close the park altogether in that case. This event would be such a huge benefit to the
local children of the area. The fact this even needs to be argued is utterly ludicrous.



garlic.bread@sky.com John Moran Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Anything that helps kids exercise, get out more and start positive habits that could
stay with them for a lifetime should be supported

cneedham13@gmail.com Catherine
Needham

No - but close enough
to benefit from a

parkrun in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support Because parkrun is amazing for getting children out in the fresh air and active. Why

would you not?!

csvernon@hotmail.co.uk Clare Vernon Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

Running is a great way to exercise but a park run adds some fun,  encourages
children to join in but without the pressure of a competition & who knows the next Mo
Farah might live in Dronfield! We need to encourage our younger generations to get
out - the park will be utilised and local businesses ( co-op, jolly farmer, etc) are likely

to benefit too
 If there the Council members ares roll unsure, is there the option to trial it a fee and
see how it goes, or is that too expensive in terms of set up costs? Just a thought. If I

lived near by, I wouldn’t mind. I live on the same rd (Frithwood Drive) as the coal
Aston cricket club & Dronfield Town football &  the overlap in seasons means the

rd/car park is packed, but 99% are respectful towards local residents and it’s a few
hours, so we accept it and avoid so that others can enjoy/have fun exercising! Good

luck

katieknights@hotmail.com Katie tompkin Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
Better mental health, fitness and develops a love for running in the long term, which
benefits everyone’s health and referrals to the nhs due to bad health associated with

lack of movement.

n.mchale@outlook.com Nicola McHale Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I would love a park run in Dronfield, this is within easy walking distance from my
home. Community and families getting together for well organised, free, inclusive
exercise that can only benefit the mental and physical health of young people and

improve community connectivity. I truly can’t understand why it would not supported.

Nearby residents all choose to live next to a park it’s reasonable to expect some
recreation noise, I struggle to believe that many (if any) residents would find this a

problem, I would hope some would even find joy in youngsters taking part in
wholesome exercise.

There is plenty of parking nearby and it is within easy walking distance for a lot of
people, surely families taking part in Park Run are more likely to walk / run / cycle to

the event and its over before most people get out and about on a Sunday.
Concerns about drainage and leaves don’t make sense, hundreds of people run /
cycle / walk / play in this park every week, why is it not a problem for them? Run

organisers can assess the ground situation and mitigate or cancel if deemed
necessary.

I really think Dronfield Town Council need to let this go ahead. At the very least let it
go ahead on a few month trial so any issues / benefits can truly be tested.

sampooleuk@yahoo.co.uk Samantha Poole Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support Great for mental health

ireneacutler@live.co.uk Irene Cutler Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Object

The park is busy on Sunday mornings with young families and dog walkers. It would
be chaos with 50 children running around every week at that time. Also there is

limited parking in the area (the small car park behind the pub serves the shops so
anyone trying to drive to Coop etc would be impacted). The roads nearby are bad

enough on Sundays with parents parking for gosforth fields activities.  Agree with the
principal but a different location or maybe allow them to run it for a limited period to be

able to fully assess the impact on other park users and parking issue
rosegreatorex88@gmail.com Rose Greatorex Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Promoting fun and socal benefits to children while exercising

emily.hodgson91@gmail.com Emily Lumb Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support My 5 year old would absolve this, as would the whole family, it would get us out and
something to do at the weekend

debsharpe49@hotmail.com Deborah Sharpe Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

We have a growing epidemic of children who are registering as obese and many who
suffer mental health issues due to having few contacts outside of school. As a

secondary teacher and mother of two I strongly support this proposal- kids became
used to being inside during Covid. Surely anything that gives kids the opportunity to

be healthy and active has to be supported?

tomlback@hotmail.com That's m Back Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Getting children involved in exercising at a early age is vitally important for their health

and well-being. I think saying that the local residents would find it too noisy is
laughable.

chicken@doctors.org.uk Susanna Norton Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
A great chance to improve children's fitness and mental well-being. Also chance to

improve community spirit. Myself and my 3 children would definitely be attending if it
were to go ahead

dpinder1982@gmail.com David Pinder Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support Whats not to like, children sit in front of phones and TVs day in day out. They need to
be outside at every moment possible.



kwaring3110@gmail.com Kelsey Waring Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support X

rebecaradford@yahoo.co.uk Rebeca radford Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Having a free weekly sporting activity is such an important benefit to the young people
in Dronfield with the immense known benefits exercise gives to physical and mental
health. There are other towns that offer junior runs but we have nothing like this we
can walk to on our doorsteps, for a town of our size we should be doing so much

more to give our children a safe free space to be part of the amazing benefits group
exercise offers.

suzannejordan18@gmail.com Suzanne Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support My son loves running and it’s great for his health and his social well-being

juliebirtles@aol.com Julie birtles
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support Park run is an inclusive event that will encourage children to get involved in a
community event

adelewilde@hotmail.co.uk Adele Wilde Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great outdoor activity for children

sarahejones1992@hotmail.com Sarah-Elizabeth
Jones Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support I want to join it. Eldest is 4 and I have a 2 year old so we will go often.

carlybateman@hotmail.co.uk Carly Taylor Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
With all the mental health and obesity issues in the media and as we all know for the
council to turn this down I think is absolutely disgusting. This would be brilliant for the

children I think it’s absolutely terrible

Markprince571@hotmail.com Mark Prince
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support Any initiative which encourages children being active, keeping fit, making friends and
developing positive lifestyle choices, such as junior parkrun, should be supported.

chelseykd1993@hotmail.com Chelsey thompson Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

Children’s mental health referrals are sky rocketing annually, outdoor exercise has
been proven to improve mental health as well as physical health. There are so many
excuses for children to stay in it would be wonderful for them to have a good reason

to get out. It would bring the children of Dronfield together, encourage use of the park
and be such a positive addition to the community. I think it’s a fantastic idea and think
it’s very disappointing that the local council aren’t backing the event. The children of

Dronfield are the future of Dronfield, let’s encourage happiness and good health in the
next generation !

emmalbirtles@gmail.com Emma Birtles Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Park run isn’t just about keeping fit although that is a great bonus, it’s about brining a
community together.

Junior park run is a great way to example of this and something the children in
dronfield and surrounding areas should be apart of.

I fully back this initiative. In an era where kids are glued to iPads surely a free
community event that gets them out exercising and socialising is something we

should all be getting behind!

cathdewsbury@hotmail.com Cath Lewis Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

My children love running Junior Park run but currently have to travel to Graves Park to
access it. Having a local Junior Parkrun in Dronfield would be awesome!

Dronfield town council should be positively encouraging such an event & encouraging
children to enjoy being active. It’s free to take part & will cost the council nothing.

Dronfield Town Council what even is there to think about?! Your reasons against the
Junior Parkrun event seem extremely weak & feeble. Have you actually attended &
experienced a Parkrun event? The community spirit generated at these events is

amazing….seriously, please have a rethink!!

annagalbraith@msn.com Anna Galbraith Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

I would strongly support a junior park run to be held in sindelfingen park for the
following reasons:

1. It encourages children to be active and engage in regular physical activity,
promoting better health and well-being from a young age.

2. It provides a space for families and children to come together regularly, fostering a
sense of community spirit and social interaction

3. It supports mental well-being - outdoor activities like park runs have been shown to
have positive effects on mental health, reducing stress and anxiety levels in both

children and adults.
4. Events like this encourage appreciation for outdoor spaces and the environment,
instilling a sense of responsibility for preserving and caring for local parks and green

areas.
5. There would be minimal impact on noise levels due to being an outdoor activity that

doesn’t involve loud music.
6. The park is situated within the heart of a housing estate, easily accessible via the
many paths leading from the neighbouring streets into the park. Having spoken to
other residents, all have voiced their intent to walk to the parkrun rather than walk,
suggesting that the risk of many parked cars causing a nuisance may be reduced.



ajtownsend@gmail.com Amanda Jane
townsend Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support There is virtually nothing for teenagers /younger kids and I will always promote

exercise - I think it’s a brilliant idea.

monkeyz@btconnect.com Richard Crane Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support This is a zero cost to the council, and promotes young people’s fitness and getting
outdoors. There is no reason for this been declined..

rebeccamesserr@icloud.com Rebecca Messer Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support It would highly benefit the children of dronfield. It encourages healthy exercise and
healthy relationship with their body. It would be brilliant.

kazzy105@hotmail.com Karen Strangwood Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Would be good to have an activity the children would want to join regularly

angelaearl07@gmail.com Angela Earl Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I can’t understand the decision made by Dronfield Town Council. This is a fantastic
opportunity to give young people the chance to be active, social and healthy.  My

children would definitely benefit from it.
Any local residents who purchased a house next to a park must have accepted and
be used to noise.  I am sure the children won’t be running the event whilst shouting
and screaming,  the noise levels on a sunny day in the park would be considerably

louder than a junior park run event.
As for the parking issue, there are plenty of car parking spaces at the shops or side

roads for those people who need to drive.
I think the council should reconsider their decision and think of the benefits of the

event for young people.
m_carl@hotmail.co.uk Mat C Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great idea to get young people active with their parents.

heatherronksley@hotmail.co.uk Heather Vickers Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Children would hugely benefit from taking part in something that would help them be
fit and healthy. We talk in schools about this, it’s a huge topic, so why deny children

the opportunity to have 30 minutes of exercise on a Sunday. Children should get that
every day, why would the council go against what the government are trying to

achieve? I live across from the park- how would it cause any more noise than the
children that go to the park and play? Cars are always parked at the weekend, and
evenings in the summer, it would be no different. I hugely support this going ahead!

hannahbeech@hotmail.com Hannah Burras Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support My 2 young children haven’t done a park run previously but would take part if this was
local to us.

melaniecarl@hotmail.co.uk Melanie carl Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I think the park run would be off benefit to the young people of Dronfield. Being a
regular member/volunteer of the adult park runs I know how well organised and

enjoyable it can be for the community. If the park run can’t happen each week, what
about once monthly to lessen the impact of noise/cars for those local to the park?

kerryjane_wilson@yahoo.com Kerry Jane Wilson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

Our kids see us their parents going off running. It will be great to have more options in
our local community that means that they can benefit from running along side us and

the local community. This benefits both physical and mental health and a lovely of
being outdoors.

lisa.goldthorpe@yahoo.co.uk Lisa Bellamy Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Would love to have something local and outdoors to improve my children’s fitness. I
have an autistic child and classes are too overwhelming for him but this something he
could actively get involved with. Parks are designed for children to run in, to say no is

crazy.

dee.atkin79@gmail.com Dee Atkin Yes Dronfield Bowshaw No Strongly support

My son is 15 so just out of age range, but I would have loved him to get involved.
Parks are literally for kids to run around in. That's their job. They're community

spaces, for the mental and physical health benefit of everyone in the town. Of course
local residents' views should be taken into consideration, but always with the view

that they live next to a community space, and so have to accept the community using
it to its fullest extent. The sounds of kids having fun are part of the deal. Equally, the

park should be maintained by the council with that in mind. Parkrun is really inclusive,
a great way for people of all ages to get moving, and a great way to get people out of

their houses and together.

raynorjohn69@gmail.com John Rayner Yes Dronfield Summerfield No Strongly support

My grandchildren would love this and I believe it is wrong to deny them this
opportunity. We need more interests for the young  , not to be denying them a very
healthy and fulfilling pastime.  The council needs to rethink about how this can be

achieved and not just put obstacles in the way .

soph.d92@icloud.com Sophie Dawson Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support
I think this will be extremely beneficial as there is no park run within the Dronfield area
for young children, it will get them out of the house on a weekend morning and keep

them fit. I would definitely attend with my 3 children if this went ahead

alewis1502@gmail.com Anna Lewis Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

My children love running but lack opportunities nearby. We trek to the EIS to do
athletics because it’s the only option, but this would give us the opportunity to walk to
a park run, leaving the car at home and getting both my children age 5 and 8 involved

in the same event with other local children.



d_sudbury@yahoo.com Daniel Sudbury Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support It would benefit all, the health of kids, the health service and mental health, the
economy for local shops and cafe, families.

ktg4@hotmail.com Katie Simpson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

I believe that the park run will give so many children the opportunity to thrive at
something which will not only improve physical well being but also mental well being

too. If you consider the issues young people are facing in our current climate then you
will surely understand that this is such a positive approach to improve the lives of our

children, whilst also being wonderful for our town in terms of the business it could
attract.

charlierat1978@gmail.com Charlie Ratcliffe Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Having traveled into Sheffield so that my children could participate in park runs I often
thought it a shame that it was not possible to have one in Dronfield. We would then

have been able to walk over to the park before taking part.
I work in education and see the effects of poor diet and lifestyle in our younger
generation on a daily basis from both the physical and mental health aspects.

Exercise and fresh air is so important that we as a town should actively encourage
any opportunity to facilitate a charity who want to host such an event on a regular

basis not put non existent barriers in their way.

bridgetprest@gmail.com Bridget Prest Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support

Having been referred by my GP for exercise by prescription due to suffering with back
& joint pain; it is clear that the NHS are keen to get people exercising to improve our

health.
We need to keep our youngsters healthy and encourage them to do outdoor activities

instead of sat in front of TVs or games consoles etc. This park run is a perfect
example of what our local community, especially our councillors should be

championing, well done Dronfield Running Club for putting the time & effort in to try to
get this going, I fully support you; shame on you Dronfield Town Council for putting

obstacles in their way & denying our community this opportunity.

alihoward11@sky.com Alison Howard Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support We need to provide facilities for our children to be active and healthy. Parkrun is an
established organisation which can support this.

kyliemaypeckett@gmail.com Kylie
peckett-morris Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Very little activities which are accessible within the area, most children will live within
walking distance. Also the area copes with two infant/primary schools and a preschool

within the area on a daily basis.

r.toogood@icloud.com Rachael Toogood Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

Encouraging children to get involved in organised sport like this will improve health
and wellbeing of children in Dronfield. As a free event it will help parents who struggle

to pay for organised sport for their children to take up exercise and will promote
socialising with other children in Dronfield from different areas. As a park in Dronfield

it is better for it to be used by the public it is provided for, rather than not be used.

messina.christian@googlemail.com Christian Messina Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

This is a great idea, providing an opportunity for children to participate in an organised
and free event that will benefit both their mental and physical health. From

experience, ParkRun activities are well organised and very inclusive. This is
something that I feel is extremely important in the current climate. They will also

benefit the local community by bringing footfall into Dronfield. Whilst the comments
raised by the council shouldn’t be walked past, they all seem straightforward to

overcome.

laurashep16@hotmail.com Laura Skerrow Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Any event or activity to promote exercise in children is important. This would be an
affordable and accessible opportunity to bring children and families in the community

together. I find it very disappointing that the council have objected to such a great
idea!

knightsally@hotmail.co.uk Sally Knight Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support Promotes a healthy lifestyle. Gives children something to do especially young
teenagers who are the forgotten ones.

r4dford@gmail.com Richard Radford Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

This would be an excellent opportunity for local children & families from both a health
perspective with a social and community building advantage. There appears to be

nothing of significance which causes a negative impact from this type of event but the
benefits of social interaction, promoting an active lifestyle and building community are

vast.

dan.annafenn@gmail.com Anna Fenn Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support My children are 18 an nearly 16. I would have loved this event every weekend
gorgeous my children

nicolajoyross@btinternet.com Nicola Ross Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support My own kids have benefitted from junior park run at graves park. I think this event

would benefit the physical and mental health of the young people of Dronfield

peel@cantab.net Hannah Peel Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I have a younger son that would benefit in the future. As a family we support parkrun,
and run with our son in a buggy. It gives a great sense of community as well as the

exercise for us, and I believe in making that accessible to as many people as
possible. Having free events to encourage exercise and being outdoors for children is

important for the individuals and for society.



atkinsonsusan5@googlemail.com Sue Atkinson Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support I think this would be a super FREE incentive for children into sport. Accessible &
encouraging for any child & they're parents.

georgiaemoore@hotmail.co.uk Georgia Steventon Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support
I love parkrun and go to Graves Parkrun, I would love to see a junior parkrun in
Dronfield and would be happy to marshal. It’s a great way to bring a community
together and I think Dronfield needs more events for people to meet each other

debbieshawkay@gmail.com Debbie Kay Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

A local junior parkrun would be great for families in this area. Not all kids want to do
Team sports  nor be competitive but a short regular run/walk would be great. The

council only has to look to Graves junior parkrun and also Dronfield 10k kids/fun run
to witness the joy and benefits that activity running/walking brings to families. Let's
face it the council does support Dronfield 10k and fun run. I would hope that people
who moved and bought a home next to a park with a play area, would expect some
level of noise even at 9am on a Sundsy!! It also give local older kids doing Duke of

Edinburgh a local volunteering opportunity Good luck

lisajsari@outlook.com Lisa sari Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support Park runs are beneficial for all ages and to use a park area that is currently used by
children will not impact any further on local residents.

hayleyisin@hotmail.co.uk Hayley
Roebuck-Wilson Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you

live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Something for kids to do that’s free and doesn’t involve technology and encourages
exercise

rachscooke@yahoo.co.uk Rachel Ellison Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Our children have been doing other parks runs and really see the benefit with their
physical and mental health. It would be great to have something close to home they

can participate in. Other park runs are in similar locations with no issue and are
managed effectively without the reasons outlined by the council in their objections.

The extra footfall will also support local businesses financially and create a
community event for people to mix with other families as well as supporting physical

and mental development of children.
joe_grocutt@hotmail.com Joe Grocutt Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Excellent idea for young people to stay healthy

r.j.feasey@talk21.com Robert Feasey Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
The location and route would be excellent

This proposal would be of great benefit for the youth of Dronfield and encourage
healthy lifestyles and support wellbeing.

yes_miss_paterson@hotmail.com Hannah Horsfield Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I cannot understand why the council would reject a sensible, financially sound
proposal that would encourage exercise in young children. A free activity to promote
healthy lifestyle in a cost of living crisis, due to a concern over some leaves. Get a

grip DTC, I fully support this.

caroline604255@gmail.com Caroline Hobson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

My children are 17 & 18 but guaranteed if they were old enough to take part I’d have
encouraged it.  The benefits are plentiful, a sociable activity not involving phones or
screens, a young community coming together, children achieving something every

Sunday morning, exercise is proven to improve mental health of children, also
childhood obesity is a problem.  The sound of kids running & enjoying themselves

would not be disturbing us as residents of Dronfield it would be a pleasure to see and
hear them doing something so worthwhile.

striderhelen@gmail.com Helen Smith Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support
I believe as a community we should do all we can to encourage young people to be

active for their health and well-being. Parkrun is an excellent way to encourage this as
well as to promote volunteering and community involvement.

vivn.david@btinternet.com David Arthur
Hobson Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support Its a great thing, running. Our five year old grandson would benefit now and his sister

later.

moss_adrian@hotmail.com Adrian Moss Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

We are facing an obesity crisis, children don't play out, walking to school is reducing,
they live in a virtual world. They need to develop exercise as regular part of thier life's.
Park run provides that solution. It's a big park, with parking available,  cannot see any

noise levels being different to children using the equipment recently modernised.
There are two schools nearby and at playtime noise is very localised , does spread .

The argument from the council are weak and yet again representative of a small older
population. Its a space for all ages

lucyjmitchell@hotmail.co.uk Lucy mitchell Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Health and well-being of children living in an area with very little on offer for them.

toonblade@hotmail.com Neil Jackson Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

The town council are surely not so short-sighted to not recognise the overwhelming
benefits of such a regular, free event.

Promoting a healthy lifestyle for children sadly only merits a 'n/a' in the impact
assessment. I expect the UK government, NHS, Sport England, Education

Department and many, many other organisations would be able to provide data and
evidence, along with their own policies, that would support a parkrun.

Having taken part in parkruns I would also add that there are additional benefits to
local businesses as the runners and families often stay in or around the park and get

food or other refreshments where available.



julia.c.delaney@gmail.com Julia Delaney Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support Fabulous community event. Encouraging health, participation, community spirit,

volunteering.
jodavis999@outlook.com Jo Davis Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Anything that gives kids encouragement to be outside & moving is a good thing

jonster39@aol.com John Mosley Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
Physical and mental health is not great for children at this time . Any outdoor activity
is a positive and this park run would be a massive benefit to children now and in the

future

darrenworthy@hotmail.com Darren Worthy Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

It's a great way to get the children of Dronfield active, and promoters a way for older
children and adults to volunteer and contribute to their local community. Many people
from Dronfield drive into Sheffield for Park Runs at the weekend which is polluting and

adds to congestation on the roads - a local event in Dronfield would significantly
reduce this

cjsstagdo@hotmail.co.uk Mark Stevens Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

I live by the park and am wholeheartedly in support of this event. If the proposal has
been rejected based on the reasons outlined (limited parking, path width and poor

drainage), then surely the council should acknowledge that they have provided a park
unfit for the needs of the community and it is incumbent upon them to make better

provisions for the park so events like this can be undertaken.

I would also highlight the fact that the local estate has a network of footpaths which
enables parking spread over a substantial number of local estate roads all within

5mins walk of the park. Personally I fail to see why this is an issue for one hour on a
Sunday morning.

I also find the argument for noise is frankly laughable. What do people expect in a
public park and how does this event differ in anyway to the noises arising from

Gosforth fields sports pitches or lunch/breaktime noises at the locals junior schools?

We should be encouraging our kids to be active. This event will be a great opportunity
for that.

paulgill1959@gmail.com Paul Gill Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

I have done over 250 adult parkruns. I have taken my Grandson along to many of
them. I have also taken him to some Junior Parkruns at Graves when possible. A

junior parkrun in Dronfield would be amazing and would definitely see me taking my
Grandson along regularly. The town council should get on board and help solve the

perceived problems. Noise affecting residents! Come on DTC a free & fun run to
improve the health and well-being of our younger generation. How can you not

approve this

amandanorman32@gmail.com Amanda Norman Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

It's a park which is intended for use of the community.
The community are not objecting to this event.

The objections raised by the DTC are ridiculous, and ill informed as they lack
foundation.

The community are sick to death of DTC blocking anything to do with children's
enjoyment of the outdoors and open spaces, or activities which will encourage young

people to interact.
I absolutely support the use of OUR open space/park to be utilised for this activity.

crowbe@hotmail.com Ben Crowe Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Health of our kids and a fun regular event in the town.  Absolutely appalled at this
council's ability to ignore kids, particularly teenagers.

annpbdron@gmail.com Ann Patricia Joan
Brewster Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support

I am in full agreement for this event to go ahead having volunteered at almost 300
occasions at many different parkruns and seen for myself the many benefits to both
children and adults.   The camaraderie is so beneficial for children as well as adults

and as this event will be over within an hour early on a Sunday morning it should
surely be allowed to go ahead.

danbellphotography@sky.com Dan Bell Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Dronfield should have a junior parkrun, the parks are big enough to accommodate this
activity. Let’s give kids something to do councillors.

westingway@yahoo.co.uk Gail Walker
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Its  really important that children and young people  have access to physical activity
which is easy to access. I think its a great idea to use the local park and make the

best use of our green spaces. Yes there will be some noise but we live in a
community and surely this is outweighed by the health and social benefits. Running

builds stamina, increases confidence and self esteem, contributing to greater
resilience and good mental health



nmadgwick@hotmail.co.uk Nicole
Madgwick-Evans Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

It is important to provide activities for children that promotes health and wellbeing.
The park run also offers an opportunity for families to exercise together and it is once
a week early on a Sunday which won’t disrupt other park users enjoyment of the park.

I fundamentally disagree with the council’s decision to decline the park run
application.

sarahbattersby@me.com Sarah Battersby
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

As a parent of 3 children who spent much of their lives in Dronfield and who would
have benefited from this, and as an adult who has learned the importance of exercise

for physical and mental health, this is an excellent opportunity. In addition it helps
build community. Parents can often feel isolated and this gives a chance for people of

all ages to get together. It would also benefit the shops and cafes in the area. This
park has always been underused. Why not use it for good ?

lukemariarobinson@googlemail.com Luke Robinson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Dronfield needs a junior parkrun to keep our children active and healthy. Running has
many positives and is good for the mental health and wellbeing of everyone who

would take part. This has my full support and my children would be on that start line
every Sunday morning ready to run.

Summerscalesdebbie@gmail.com Debbie
Summerscales Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

This is very needed in Dronfield we hardly have anything for older children to
participate in, why would bringing lots of families together and getting children out for
exercise not be wanted. Other parks hold these events and are successful,  would be

nice to have this is Dronfield too.
The big dream for parents of older children  in Dronfield is a skate park/pump track,

but like this anything that would bring joy to our young ones seems to shut down
without even proper consideration and research.  The select few that are opposing to

everything would be thinking differently if they had young or older children living at
home and wanted things for them.

esther_ingle@hotmail.co.uk Esther single Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Absolutely fantastic idea to support healthy children & develop young children with a
passion for sport

roger.hall10@btopenworld.com Roger Hall Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support I think it's of upmost importance that children are encouraged and given the
opportunity to be active and fit.

joannaspencer@rocketmail.com Joanna Spencer Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support Community spirit, great for kids to enjoy being outside, taking part in a sport. Meeting
up with friends, meeting new friends. Using a park for what it should be used for.

bex.jane.s@gmail.com Rebecca
Hampshire Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Perfect way to encourage children’s health. I live within sight of the park and would

not have any concerns over noise etc- it’s a park and should be used by children!

bellinghamp@hotmail.com Paul Bellingham Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

We currently travel to the junior parkrun at Graves. It would be great to have one
around the corner we could walk to in a couple of minutes. It would also be better for
the environment not having to use the car. Ensuring our kids lead an active lifestyle is

really important to us so having such an event in Dronfield would be very much
welcomed.

susiemwall@gmail.com Susie Wall Yes Coal Aston Yes Support

We do various junior parkruns every week (as a family we have completed about
90-100h juniors), including graves, EIS and Norfolk park. I think a new junior parkrun

would be great for the local area. A couple of small comments on the proposal:
- the average finishing times range from 7 minutes to 25 minutes each week, with the

bulk around 11 minutes (so for noise it’s a very short time).
- I wouldn’t anticipate so many children would complete. Graves has been running for
a long time and slowly built up to around 80 children each week. EIS and Norfolk park
are newer, and average around 20-30 each week. I would anticipate the number to be

nearer to this, at least for the first few months. This would make much less of an
impact than the 50-100 you quote.

alex@steelcitycolt.co.uk Alex Green
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

Parkrun is one of the greatest health and community initiatives ever seen in the last
ten years. As someone who works within healthcare I would strongly support an agent

that encourages children towards a healthy lifestyle as well as developing other life
skills.

The council's initial decision is disappointing, shortsighted and bizarre. This does not
demonstrate them serving their community.



martinkadzi@hotmail.com Martin Kadziola Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

This is potentially a very high benefit and low impact activity. The reasons provided for
rejecting seem to be insubstantial and as a resident on a street adjacent to the park
(Millstone Close) who would potentially use the park at that time for another purpose

(walking a dog) it would be easy for me to adapt.
Of the reasons provided, the only issue that doesn’t seem spurious is drainage issue.
However, this is already a problem and I don’t know why thought cannot be given to

resolving this issue for all park users in addition to the proposed new use.
As far as leaf clearance is concerned, frankly this is laughable. I’m not sure whether

the council appreciates how this makes them appear to local residents, but it’s
amazing that I’ve been able to walk and run (like other park users) safely and

successfully for over 17 years without a special weekly leaf clearance.
As it stands I have no real interest in local politics, but this issue in addition to other
recent well publicised local issues and a lack of support and investment for children
and teenagers, serves to motivate an interest in seeking the removal of the standing

council for replacement by a more progressive and inclusive alternative.

katiemarshallpreece@googlemail.co
m

Katie Marshall
preece Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

To develop the community. To overcome childhood obesity. To get families outside
together away from screens. To promote fitness.

Please support ou young people in this community more,

bec-bubble@hotmail.co.uk Rebecca Richmond Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

There are a few events at the park for children and teens. - one being extreme wheels
that runs during some of the holidays. This is no different to that event in that is is at
the park. This is a sporting activity which the council should fully support (as they do

the 10k). It is healthy, outdoors, exercise etc. regarding traffic excuse - what’s the
difference to how a school run road looks for half an hour!

clare_herbert71@hotmail.com Clare Herbert
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

As a country we have a problem with increasing numbers of over-weight children and
adults with the government, via the NHS, providing a range of expensive initiatives to
monitor children's weight and provide courses, access to gyms etc for adults. Parkrun
provide a relatively cheap (free as far as the NHS is concerned) to tackle this trend.

We also have a large number of children and particularly young teenagers who avoid
taking part in PE lessons and then drop out of exercising as soon as they can. The
younger the children become involved in initiatives such as parkrun the more likely

they are to continue taking part through the teenage years and in to adulthood.
Local authorities at all levels are meant to provide for their constituents to ensure they
have a safe, good quality life. Surely a healthy life is part of this? Local funding is at

the lowest for many years so volunteer run activities are increasingly needed -
blocking them seems counterproductive.

As far as the objections are concerned: If leaves on the paths are slip hazard they
should be being cleared before each weekend anyway as the council know their will

be an increased use of the park at weekends (even without any activities in the park).
The council may need reminding that leaves only fall from trees at one part of the

year so most years they would be looking at needing to clear the leaves on 4 Fridays.
Mud gets on the paths anyway whether from pushchairs or bikes.

Noise from the park - It would be for one-two hours a week. It is not a major event
with loud music blaring out. I think this would be acceptable to the vast majority given

the benefit.
Parking - easily sorted out with a couple of weeks of visits from the traffic wardens

and police! It even generates income (although not for the local council).
Plenty of reasons why it is needed and really poor excuses from the local council. It

must be very frustrating for you all - please keep on trying!

rodgers666@gmail.com Dave rodgers Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great for children's health and community spirit. It could possibly open so
opportunities for a child.

joe@fyfefinancial.co.uk Joe Wood Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

I have a young son and am keen for him to have outlets for exercise in the future.
This is a fantastic use of a great public space that is there for the use of everyone, not
just those whom the council deems suitable (ie the ones who cause the least upkeep

and therefore costs)

kirstyanndenton@googlemail.com Kirsty Denton Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support Children need every opportunity to be outside and exercising. It is also a brilliant
community event.

matt.windle@gmail.com Matthew Windle Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Parkrun is a hugely positive community event, to have a local one we can walk to and
take our Children to regularly would be fantastic



ruthyk71@hotmail.com Ruth Jacks Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

There are too few events for children of this age and I am strongly in support of
something that promotes health and fitness from a young age when there is a national

problem with childhood obesity. Parkrun as a whole is a positive event, bringing
together the local community for a fun and healthy activity. I live in close proximity to

the park (Ashford Road) and would have no problem with the event being held there. I
commend the efforts by DRC to bring this event to our area and hope that DTC can
see how much this is wanted by the local residents. The park is for everyone, and
Parkrun’s ethos includes being aware that it must be shared with other users. Let’s

hope DTC can adopt the same attitude.

rachael.honeyman@live.co.uk Rachael
Honeyman

No - but close enough
to benefit from a

parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

Children and young people need more opportunities to get fit and healthy, get outside,
do something positive with their time and feel a sense of achievement; as well to

mention, lack of stimulation leads more to acting out and potentially local
disturbance/crime etc.

charles.wall2@sky.com Charlie wall Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Huge benefits for the health and mental wellbeing of children in the region

jane.holmes44@btinternet.com Jane Holmes
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support Our grandchildren live near the park

jax1973.smith@gmail.com Jackie Smith Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Fantastic proposal for the young children of Dronfield. DRC have covered all bases
with regards to putting on and managing this event. As a town we should be

encouraging young children to get outside and involved in local activities.
I cannot see why DTC can even try to oppose such a fantastic community event. It's

ridiculous!
Good luck DRC!

gman.gc95@googlemail.com Gareth Christie Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Junior Park Runs are brilliant for kids and are held all over the UK. Have the local
council actually canvassed opinions from Dronfield residents?

ir_taylor@yahoo.co.uk Ian Taylor Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

This is a great way to improve children's health that is available to all abilities. I find
the councils excuses for not having it to be poor and largely unfounded given the

success of these events in so many other parks. The council is rejecting more and
more public events; this being the first year I remember there being no fireworks

display. They should be reflecting the views of the community, of which our children
are a big part.

jlr3maple@hotmail.com Jennifer Loftus Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I feel the reasons for refusal by the council are weak.

Other busier areas support this Endcliffe /graves there is no reason why Dronfield
can’t facilitate this. I pass the park every Saturday at 9am (typical park run time) and
it’s deserted. When I have visited other park runs it’s all efficiently done and dusted

very quickly e.g. Whilst visiting relatives my son took park in the local one which took
him 8 minutes. Turns out he’s a pretty good runner shame he can’t join in locally! I’m

not prepared to drive to other locations but I could walk to one in Dronfield.

People who live near the park already know what it’s like to live near said park! Yes
there are children, maybe slight noise, parents dropping and picking up! Again a weak
argument. At least these children will be involved in an organised activity benefitting
their health and setting good habits for exercise (this can only be a positive at a time

when we have a child obesity problem/impact of phones on mental health etc).

I support Dronfield running clubs  attempt to make this happen for the local
community and hope the Town council can reconsider.

andrea.higginbottom@yahoo.com
ANDREA.HIGGINB
OTTOM@YAHOO.

COM
Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

Come on get serious, you don't want a skatepark, you don't want organised activities
for young people, you wonder why ASB figures go up, we are trying to encourage

healthy living and yet you actively work against it. WE NEED A CHANGE IF
GOVERNMENT

lisa.mathers@hotmail.co.ukl Lisa Mathers Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Great fir children and the community

sarah_sleaford@hotmail.co.uk Sarah Sleaford Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support
The children of Dronfield need more than just a play park (although very lovely) as
soon as you hit secondary school age unless you play for the local teams there is

limited offerings to get involved.

hannahsophie2202@hotmail.co.uk Hannah Thompson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Great idea for childrens health and fitness.
To battle childhood obesity.



fionafrankish@hotmail.com Fiona Cope Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support My children would love to take part to keep fit and the community spirit it would be
bring would be amazing.

stephen.woollen@sky.com Suzanne Woollen Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Encourage local children to keep fit and develop healthy attitudes towards exercise,
community spirit.. needs volunteers and helps parents to get to know each other

lucie.hill@yahoo.co.uk Victoria Bolsover Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Not enough for kids to do locally. This is a great event

samwhite308@hotmail.com Sam White Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Fantastic idea, this needs to happen. Attended ones in other local parks in Sheffield
before which are fantastic so don’t see why it shouldn’t happen in Dronfield. Nothing

much happens in Dronfield anymore.

cwright0208@sky.com Claire Wright Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Great for the kids in the area to promote healthy living & exercise. The councils
rejections are complete nonsense.

tracy.wray@sky.com Tracey Wray Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support
There is very litte for children in the area and the earlier we get our childten into

exercise the more it will become the norm for them. Exercise in our children should be
encouraged.

annaellwood@hotmail.co.uk Anna Ellwood
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support My children would love it and benefit hugely. We would kit need to park anywhere
near and would walk to the venue from their father's house.

thepach2001@yahoo.co.uk Rachel Gozzard Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

It is recommended that children have 60 min of daily exercise. Children also have
increasingly few opportunities to get outside. I'm a runner and love the feeling it gives

me of strength, vitality and an endorphin release of happiness. For the council to
decline this opportunity for children on the basis of noise and leaves needing to be

cleared is disgraceful. Particularly when you consider how well this has been taken up
elsewhere. If they can make it work, why can't we?

rachiebaby87@hotmail.co.uk Rachel Middleton Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
Young children these days spend way too much time indoors, sat in front of a

TV/XBox etc so doing something to encourage them to not only get outdoors but get
fit. It’s annoying brainer!

Charlottejackson102@gmail.com Charlotte Jackson Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

Parks are for children to engage in physical movement to improve their physical and
mental health. This park is available and should be fully utilised. A Junior Park run is

the perfect was to get kids engaging in fun physical activity and to meet new people in
their local community.

stewartwindle@gmail.com Stewart Arthur
Windle Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support A community project of tremendous benefit to children and Dronfield

debbiemidds@btinternet.com Debbie Middleton Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support
My house is opposite the park and I would love to see young people enjoying the

outdoors whilst exercising, the noise they may make will be that of happiness NOT
annoying as the council are suggesting

annettewindle@gmail.com Annette Windle Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

My reasons for support are that we need more healthy options for our young people
to do in Dronfield, there is no youth services left and its down to wonderful volunteers

like the people who are trying  to organise this  who give freely of there time and
energy,our kids matter.i have lived in Dronfield since 1975, and historically we have
not been positive about using our parks for the good of our youth,let this be different

and the voices for this overcome the few complaints re noise

priya.14185@gmail.com Priya Maheshwari Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support There are currently no such events for kids in Dronfield. It will be good for the overall
well being and fitness of our children.

jimmysharman@hotmail.com Jimmy Sharman Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

I think this is a brilliant idea. There are so many benefits to parkrun, both physical and
mental. I've read articles from GPs where they have said that prescribing parkrun to

their patients has been more effective than medication. It would be a real asset to the
dronfield community for promoting health and well-being.

juliajohnson28@hotmail.com Julia Johnson Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

I strongly support the proposal for a junior park run. As a qualified England Athletics
coach I believe the participation of young children in organised events is key to

building the fundamentals of athletics ability. Junior park runs are a fun and inclusive
environment for children. Dronfield should be a place where healthy habits and sport
are encouraged and it seems incomprehensible that Dronfield Town Council objects

to supporting children and families.

rebeccaspiv20@gmail.com Rebecca Spivey
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Gosforth Valley No Strongly support What a great way to get kids out and fit meeting other kids
Making a community again

thomasslambert@aol.com Thomas Lambert Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
I think the park will be hugely beneficial to local children especially when obesity is on

the rise. It's also a good opportunity to socialise outside of the school environment
and for children to mix with other people of different backgrounds.



harrietpike@hotmail.com Harriet Pike Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Now more than ever we need to encourage children to be active and healthy.

There are plenty of sports clubs in Dronfield but they all cost money. This is the only
free option that would be a regular event accessible for all children whatever their

background.

My daughter is always more willing to get involved in sports if she knows her peers
will also be there and I am certain there would be plenty of them attending a local

parkrun.

What a fantastic community event this could be for our children & how incredibly sad
that the Council cannot see this.

maddywood6@hotmail.com Maddy Simpson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

Park run is an absolutely amazing event and should be encouraged from a young
age! It has many social and physical benefits and is a very time limited event once a

week

ethrop76@gmail.com Edward Throp Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

regardless of the benefit to my own child, we should be doing all we can to support a
healthier lifestyle for our children, lack of activity is as big a cause of poor health in

this country as smoking or drinking. Getting kids into the habit of excersize at an early
age will not only provide better outcomes for those individuals but will save money for
the taxpayer in the long run. This is exactly when public open spaces should be used

for, not just for the pleasure of a few dog walkers. When my son was younger we
attended the Graves junior park run and it was a great experience, I am also fully

aware of the number of people it may attract. I do not see that parking should be an
issue, there are plenty of spaces at the surgery that could be used and on street
places that would not cause any road safety concerns and are regularly used at

school pick up times and by people in summer using the park. I see absolutely no
reason for this proposal to be rejected in fact find it ridiculous that it has been given
the other events that take place in the area. This needs cost the council absolutely

nothing yet could provide significant benefit to the community.
mrscerroneshop@gmail.com Eileen Cerrone Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support I have two grandchildren who would benefit

melsarahudson@yahoo.co.uk Mel Hudson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Our parks were designated to be used and enjoyed, not to be ‘protected’ from
exercisers. Sindelfingen park may become muddy in sections if many people are
running in it but what a wonderful problem to have. So many local kids exercising,

meeting friends and staying healthy that additional maintenance may be sometimes
required.

Running and being outdoors in a positive and fun environment during childhood can
reinforce a love of exercise that will last a person’s entire life.

If the runs are allowed I think it should be made clear (constantly for new families),
where it is appropriate to park, and that people should park considerately for local

residents. Or encouraged to walk from home as a warm up!

Junior park run in Dronfield is a great idea! Huge well done for funding the
implementation. I really hope it gets passed. 🤞🤞

hlwalker11@gmail.com Hannah Walker
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support getting children active and bringing the community together is Invaluable.

rachel.cadey@gmail.com Rachel Cadey
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support Parkrun is a great activity for children to take part in.

captaincrosby@hotmail.com Tom Newton Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I believe this to be a great initiative for the whole community. Health and well-being
benefits for the children (the future of Dronfield) -and the adults accompanying them.

A strong sense of community and friendships will be made. Surely parents and
volunteers can offset some of the concerns raised by the council i.e. leaf blowing but
also is this not an effective use of council staff time to provide a benefit in open space
to the community?  The positive impact over time this will have to 1000’s of children
and adults is a no brainier and surely the minority and insignificance of objections

must not impact on the well being of the majority! Come on Dronfield TC you can do
this for your children, Grandchildren and the children of Dronfield.

paul@ballin.me Paul Ballin Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Positive health benefits to the younger generation many of whom lead a inactive
lifestyle



zan_ansari@hotmail.com Zainab Walsh Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Excellent opportunity for local kids. We currently take our boys to Graves Park for the
Junior Parkrun and having a local one would make things much easier.

conor.mcguigan@gmail.com Conor McGuigan
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

The benefits of exercise for anyone is unbelievable. Especially for young kids. This
gets them out in the fresh air for a while, and off their mobile phones or tablets. I am

the chairman of Bolsover & District Cycling Club and I see every week how the kids in
our club love to exercise, and the confidence it brings. You cannot put a price on that.
Please 🙏 please let this happen. You know it should, and will benefit Dronfield in the

long run. Thanks Conor
pete-sanderson@outlook.com Pete Sanderson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Great activity for kids to keep them healthy while enjoying fresh air.

dottiehig@gmail.com Dorothy Higgins Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support The health and well-being of children is very important and anything that can promote
it should be supported.

jmpafox69@gmail.com Jo Yes No Strongly support Healthy fun for children getting them off their phones and technology . Great use of
local park facilities

scottfraser01@hotmail.com Scott fraser Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support
I think that this proposal would be beneficial to the children of Dronfield, It would

promote an active lifestyle and introduce many to a new sport that they may not have
had chance to participate in before.

katesanders89@hotmail.com Kate Leggitt Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Beneficial to children - what can be as important as that

suzanne.clark@bt.com Suzanne Clark Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

This is a great opportunity for the Town Council to listen to local residents. I am totally
in support of this. Anyone who lives near a park knows they will hear children playing,

most people enjoy this!
Why not offer a 6 month trial rather than a refusal?

rigby10hr@gmail.com Hannah Bryson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

We want to be encouraging our children to be active and having something local you
can walk to as well is even better. It’s a great park with lots of space and would work

perfectly for this sort of activity. We want to be using our parks and encouraging
children to be outside and active.

I also feel many would be able to walk there.
Let’s encourage our children to be active and improve their mental health and build
good habits for the future. Our children are the future, let’s support them. Regular

community events also bring people together which is also a what many in our
community need!

kirsten@priestandco.co.uk Kirsten Atkinson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support
Our children need support and encouragement to get outside and exercise and these

proposals will help to do just that. Sport is so important for so many reasons
especially for youngsters. I really hope this goes ahead!

davemumford1309@icloud.com David Mumford Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support  Because running is for life and a fantastic way to introduce kids in to keeping fit and
healthy

cate.uk40@gmail.com Cate Read
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
Parkrun is fantastic for both physical and mental health. It encourages children to

participate, regardless of ability, and equally gets parents/carers participating too. It is
also has a lovely social aspect, plus opportunities for volunteering.

alex.wall1@outlook.com Alex Wall
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

Hundreds of thousands of people benefit from Park Runs across the country.  In my
experience these are always managed in a considerate and thoughtful way and

contribute to the community's enjoyment of local parks and to community health and
wellbeing generally.  I live on Totley and frequently take my grandsons who live in
Dronfield to play in Singelfingen Park and would certainly take them to the Junior

Parkrun if it is allowed to happen there.
lucy.36.smith@bt.com Lucy Smith Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Park run is a fantastic community event geared up to get young people moving

tom_t_thurston@hotmail.com Tom Thurston Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

It sounds a brilliant idea and I'd love to take my two boys over each Sunday.

Whilst I can understand the negatives highlighted by the council, this is exactly the job
I expect the Town Council to do..overcome those difficulties and provide for the

community.

Young people coming together to do exercise should be at the forefront of any
councils plans for our next generation. This is such an obviously positive event to

bring to the town, that really the council has to find a way of making it happen.

oliverharrison@hotmail.com Oliver Harrison Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Let’s support more activities that are outside based. What’s not to love about this

davidjelsom@hotmail.com Dave Elsom
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

I've helped at a couple of junior parkruns and they are fantastic. I've also ran nearly
300 times at adult parkruns and helped 120 times. The sense of community that

parkrun creates is amazing. With the obesity crisis I don't understand why a junior
parkrun has been turned down.



jacobtwall@hotmail.co.uk Jacob t wall Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

All my children love junior park runs! To think anyone could be against children having
fun and exercising is absurd. Sindlefingen is an excellent location and having a junior

parkrun would be of huge benefit to the local community! 🤞 Will be very keen to
volunteer as a marshall when it's all approved 👍

baggers21@hotmail.com Laura Allen
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

I think if you've got a group of volunteers willing to put on a free, weekly event for
children and young people, it's nothing but a positive thing. I've taken my children to a

number of junior parkruns and they've always ran smoothly with minimal negative
impact on the park and surrounding area. Getting children physically active at a young
age helps them adopt a positive relationship with activity that can help their physical

and mental health into adulthood. At the junior parkruns I've been to, I've seen a
number of young people volunteering at the events and therefore taking pride in an

event in their local area. I wonder if the same people who object to this junior parkrun
are also those who complain about young people and anti-social behaviour? Give
young people something in their local community that they can take part in and be

proud of!

becka77@hotmail.co.uk Helen Cain
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support Junior park runs are great at encouraging kids to get outside. One in the Dronfield
area would be beneficial to child who live locally.

katiebough@gmail.com Katie Bough Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Organised local activities for children that encourage fun, healthy fitness, being
outdoors, community spirited approach should alway be facilitated. The reasons for
rejection are not insurmountable and extra effort should be made to enable such a

beneficial opportunity.

bakewell1460@sky.com Craig bakewell Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly object

I live on glenvale close to the park. Parking at school arrival.and leaving times is a
real.issue with many cars basically abandoned on my road.

At weekends football is played on St andrew school field.  At this time parking is again
an issue with cars parked all over our road, sometimes to the point that getting on or
off our own drive is almost impossible. There is simply no consideration by visitors. If

a park run was allowed these parking issues would only be multiplied and cause
further inconvenience to residents or their visitors. I strongly object to this.

bryonyruthhartley@gmail.com Bryony Hartley
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

Parkrun is great for the community, it provides a regular, free option for exercising
locally.  Great for physical and mental health.  Junior Parkrun is especially important
for the health of our children, the distance is age appropriate for kids and provides a

safe and fun way for them to be active and enjoy being outside with friends and
family.  There is too much childhood obesity in our society which will be an issue for

the community as a whole in the future.  Families incomes are stretched in the current
climate and this gives an alternative to the swimming/gymnastic/karate lessons etc

that are not affordable for all families.  Kids need options to entertain them away from
screens.  Parents benefit by being outside in the local area with other parents.

Parkrun brings the community together.  If park users are worried about losing their
space, it is only for a limited time each week and the regularity of it would ensure that

park users/dog walkers etc who don't want to share the space with families, would
know to avoid the area for that short period each week.  Graves Park Junior Parkrun

is fab, why should Dronfield kids have to go to Sheffield to be able to enjoy the same?
Let them and their families walk to their local park!  My kids are now adults but I have

nieces and nephews in Coal Aston who would love it.

sbetts1278@gmail.com Sarah Betts Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

What a wonderful idea for the community. Other park runs run smoothly and without
disruption to the local neighbourhood or park areas. This would be of benefit to so

many children and families and I cannot understand why the council has not backed
this regular event as an excellent use of its open spaces.

We should be encouraging childrens fitness - these events would I have no doubt be
well managed and maintained.

The council seems set to twist any plans that involve young people and it’s about time
we supoortes them. I would certainly take my children tagt are of junior park run age
to these events regularly. It would save families travelling out of the local community

to attend similar events in Sheffield or chesterfield.

We have the open space and it should be used. The council should be backing this
scheme wholeheartedly not looking for excuses to reject it.

kirstyaevans93@gmail.com Kirsty Evans Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

It would be fantastic to have am opportunity for our children to take part in exercise
that is fun and informal. For many parents this would be the only way to encourage
activity in their children as clubs and activities are really expensive, especially if you

have more than one child. It's also a brilliant way for the children of Dronfield to create
and build relationships with children they may come into contact with at secondary

school and will reduce anxiety of moving schools.



emily.khatib1@gmail.com Emily Khatib Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
Great for the community and for the health of our children now and in the future.

Dronfield is very family friendly and I would be surprised if residents would be
unsupportive of this proposal.

ange.stevenson@hotmail.co.uk Abairstow Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Children being active from a young age is very important for their future health and
running is an easy activity they can do.

james.wood910@btinternet.com James Wood Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Great idea to encourage health and wellbeing in local kids. Sindelfingen Park seems
very well suited. The reasons against from the council appear very weak.

sing.dance.laugh@hotmail.co.uk Lucy gordon Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support
Other runs take place here, surely this goes towards a bigger picture of getting people
healthier and reducing the stress on the NHS for obesity. Brings others into the village

so better spending for businesses in the surrounding area

emmabakewell@hotmail.com Emma bakewell Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Great opportunity to get the young people of Dronfield into running and supports the
number of sports team in the town.

emmastaley@hotmail.co.uk Emma Havenhand Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support
It would be fun event for children, in an area where there’s not that much for them to
do, it’s also a good way of the younger generation to keep fit and healthy and also

good for their mental health

helen.byrne.1967@gmail.com Helen Byrne Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Children should be encouraged to be as active as possible.  There is a massive
problem with obesity in young children, we should be doing all we can to get our

young children active in the fresh air.  Exercise helps with learning, communicating,
self esteem, mental health and HAVING FUN.  Use our fantastic facilities to

encourage our young children.
rawb22@hotmail.com Rob bakewell Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Would be brilliant to have a park run. Already utilise the graves park one.

dax@dsfittedfurniture.co.uk Dax Simpson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support
It would be great to get an event which would get kids outside and running. It would
help with mentally and physically for everyone and would not understand why you

would vote against it. Dronfield has lots of families which would benefit

kyliehill@btinternet.com Kylie McAteer
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support Encourages younger children to take exercise in a structured and very accessible
way.

fiona241@hotmail.com Fiona Wilson Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

I think having a junior park run in Dronfield would have a positive impact on so many
children in the area.

Being outdoors and exercising is so beneficial to our children's mental and physical
well being.

asharman2628@hotmail.com Anna Sharman Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Good for children's health and for the community
gibbonscatherine@hotmail.com Catherine windle Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support This would be great event for the children’s health and well being,

claire@doglover.com Claire Tanner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Excellent idea to get youngsters out and about promoting health and wellbeing and
also a chance to make friends . Good luck with it

emma.youdan@sky.com Emma Youdan Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support
I work in a local school and understand the importance of physical opportunities for

our young children. We also know the benefits to mental health and I can’t understand
why the council would object to this.

steven.dyson@sky.com karen dyson Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

Outdoors , exercise,   achievement +social community get togethers
Encouraging young people to enjoy all these things &  much more.

The good far out ways any negative or excuses given .

benny-t-1992@hotmail.co.uk Ben Turner Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support Great way to get kids active and healthy on a Sunday morning. Up and out, get some
fresh air, and lots of fun too.

scottfam9@btinternet.com Lynne Scott Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support Children benefit from exercise. It enhances family time

elinorbaker@hotmail.com Elinor Smith
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

I believe that Junior Park Run is a friendly, inclusive and accessible event that brings
the community together, and encourages children and families in so many ways..

fostering an enjoyment and appreciation of the benefits of physical exercise; of the
outdoors: of participation at your own level; respect for other runners/ walkers and

park users. It relies entirely on volunteers and so teaches children of the importance
and benefits of volunteering, allowing them the opportunity not only to participate in

the run, but also to volunteer their time and skills in helping the events to run
successfully. I think that the Dronfield community and those nearby would really

benefit from this event.

anna747@hotmail.co.uk Anna megson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

As a keen runner myself, I can see the benefit of introducing children to running at a
young age and I would love my grandchildren to enjoy a weekly parkrun. Parkrun is a

community event, a good way to meet other people as well as the children getting
exercise. Parkruns are not rowdy events, children are well behaved and are happy to

run on muddy paths if necessary.



eliza.wall2@sky.com Elizabeth wall Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support
Great opportunities for kids to exercise and be sociable in the local park in a

supervised event. Dronfield town council, you should be ashamed of your pitiful
excuses. This town is like a retirement village!

samanthapillar87@gmail.com Samantha Pillar
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Excellent way to get kids active, learning from parents modelling park runs and 10k.

Enjoyment, mental wellbeing. Businesses nearby will benefit . I see no downside

jill.thompson@sheffield.ac.uk Jill kenny
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support Total no brainer. Junior parkrun is a fabulous activity and it would be great to have
more options than just Graves Park.

hco@talktalk.net Helen Ollerenshaw Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support

Getting children involved in Parkrun can only benefit the community and their long
term health. Forming healthy habits starts at a young age and needs to encouraged

before we live in a country of obese people with multiple health conditions. As per the
Parkrun ethos most of the local community will be  able to attend Parkrun without
having to drive and I feel parking will not be an issue. Having participated in many
parkruns I have never seen any issues with litter or any run where the leaves have

been cleared off the course! As for noise I live where I can hear the noise at
weekends from gosforth fields and don’t feel it’s an issue. It’s nice to hear children

participating in sport and for the length of time it will take to run the Parkrun I can’t see
that noise will be an issue

fionakbs@hotmail.com Fiona Brudenell
Straw Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support We spend a little of Time travelling to other areas for activities such as this, it would

be great to have something locally

stephen.glover10@btinternet.com stephen glover Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Promoting the health of children in dronfield should be at the top of the local councils
agenda. There is a growing epidemic of childhood obesity and poor health in early

adulthood. A local park run would encourage children to be active and healthy
promoting health and well being for the whole community. There are surely no counter

arguments stronger than this !

glover.nicola@rocketmail.com Nicola glover Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

This is a wonderful opportunity to promote health and well-being of our youngsters
bringing families and local communities together. It will promote not only physical

health but the psychological health of out children and my family would be very keen
to take part with friends and neighbours.

jokadzi@hotmail.com Jo Kadziols Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support A great opportunity to get kids exercising in a safe, social environment - and it’s free!
lucie.e.wragg84@hotmail.co.uk Lucie Hibberd Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Keep children healthy and create a new generation of fitness enthusiasts

tori.shipston@live.co.uk Victoria Shipston Yes Dronfield North Yes Support I think it would be beneficially to have this option locally

staceylavda@gmail.com Stacey Lavda Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Exercise is well known to benefit children's physical and mental health.
Important to us too is the ethos of park run as its a very inclusive atmosphere and our

children who aren't strong runners can enjoy it as much as those who come first.
Having it nearer to home would help us go more often as it's currently a 40min

round-trip to the nearest venue for a 30min activity.
I feel it would benefit all children and I would feel proud to live in a town that supports

it.

mhavenhand@hotmail.co.uk Mark Havenhand Yes Gosforth Valley No Strongly support Great that there will be an option for children to participate in this activity under adult
supervision. Great way to start a Sunday morning.

ginnyshipston@gmail.com Virginia Shipston Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support Promotes good health, both physical and mental

ben_h_nash@icloud.com Ben Nash Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

We should be encouraging children to lead an active and healthy lifestyle. Our parks
are the perfect place for this to happen. None of the town councils objections hold any

sway in my opinion and with the proper planning in place any of the mentioned
concerns would be negligible.

carrie.vernon@btinternet.com Carrie Vernon Yes Yes Strongly support

I believe the benefits of providing a fun and focused opportunity for young people to
join in a form of group exercise far outweigh the reasons given for rejecting the
proposal. We need to provide more opportunities for children to exercise in the

outdoors.

mickstaylor@aol.com Michael Taylor
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support A highly valuable activity to reduce childhood obesity and type 2 diabetes as well as

encourage community spirit



tomgeorge992@gmail.com Tom George
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

First of all, i would refer you to your own press release dated 30/01/23 where you
state, "As a Council, we are committed to investing in facilities for young people of all

ages and abilities. The new Sindelfingen park will be home to a fantastic range of
innovative and inclusive play equipment, bringing all children together in Dronfield's

new flagship park." By denying the park run, the most obvious question that comes to
mind is this - are your words above empty rhetoric, or has council policy changed

since last year and actually you are no longer committed to investing in young
people?

As we have seen from the frankly calamitous display of poor comms from the
government during the pandemic, WORDS MATTER. As a council, it is entirely
unacceptable to put out press releases blowing your own trumpet about how

committed you are to young people and then to deny a relatively small event that
would allow local youth to participate in physical activity for the bare minimum of cost.

You are either committed or you aren't.

Addressing the concerns of the council, as outlined by DRC:

"Noise in the park would upset local residents" - First, the park has main roads on two
sides, are we to ban cars now too lest their noise upset local residents? Second, how

much more noise is expected from park run over and above the existing
equipment/apparatus in the park? Has an evaluation/measure been made? Third, it is

a short event each week that will have minimum impact on noise especially when
compared to the physical and mental health benefits for the participants.

"Parents would ignore our request to park in the public car parks" - this is a risk,
certainly, but one that can be addressed and dealt with. Have you done any kind of
consultation to ascertain numbers of potential participants, including accounting for

those that will walk/run to the event?

"Drainage concerns where paths would be wet or muddy" - have these paths been
looked at from a risk assessment point of view and, if so, have they passed that
assessment? Do those drainage concerns stem from existing issues where park

users have reported problems? If those paths are deemed as a danger, then they are
a danger regardless of park run and should be fixed. If they aren't deemed a danger,

then how does park run present any kind of new issue?

"Paths being "too narrow" for children to run on" - having seen the paths in question
and the paths in parks in Sheffield that are used very successfully for park run, i must

say that this concern is, at best, demonstrable nonsense.

"Groundskeeper would have to clear the paths of leaves every Friday" - presumably
the concern here is that leaves present a slip/trip hazard. If so, how does that same

slip/trip hazard not present itself to ALL park users, not just park run participants? But
also, even if this ONLY affected park run participants (which wouldn't be the case
unless no-one ever walks or jogs in the park), surely having the groundskeeper

sweep the leaves for the event would fit in well with your council's previously stated
commitment to investing in children of all ages and abilities.

h.pochron@gmail.com Hannah Pochron Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support I would love to do a family run where we can meet other families and get out of the

house. It would do if our mental well-being’s good.

david.alex.smith@gmail.com David Alex Smith Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

It's vital that children are encouraged to be active outdoors. A junior park run would
help to improve the health and well being of our young people. I also think it's

important that local residents get value from these public spaces and this would help
to do that. Gathering children and parents together on a Sunday morning may also
help to build a sense of community which could bring wider benefits. I note that the
draft impact assessment does not identify any 'high' or 'substantial' risks, and that
most of the others can be mitigated or are already tolerated given that the park is

already used by runners on an informal basis.



fiefielafoe@hotmail.com Fionn Birrell Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Park run is an axing thing for children to take part in, it gets them up early at the
weekend, having had some fresh air and exercise all before 10am, great for their

physical and mental health. I thought councils wanted to promote this? Sheffield park
runs are run on paths in parks that are very similar to the one in dronfield. The run

may also attract people from surrounding areas that may then frequent dronfield and
boost the local economy. The reasons for denial do seem very petty and really

unbelievably sad.

taylorjane59@gmail.com Jane Taylor Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support

Any organisation promoting physical activities for young people gets my vote and
there are far too few opportunities like this. The benefits are immeasurable not only in

terms of health, but also in terms of the opportunities to socialise with other young
people in a supportive and caring group. I am sure with mediation the councils

objections can be overcome. Personally I can't see how noise could be a problem.
With careful marshaling the paths and fields can be kept in good condition as can any

issues around parking.

cemoddster_1@hotmail.com Clare Vardy Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Anything to promote exercise with young people should be supported. Particularly
when it is outside activity that has minimal negative impact on the environment.

This would promote community engagement for young people and also support local
buisnesses.

The noise impact should not be a reason to decline this proposal as this is a park and
no other activities ie a busy sunny weekend day with children playing would be any

different.

kerry642@hotmail.com Kerry Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support It would be great to have something like this locally that would benefit the local
children in having fun and getting exercise

becki.rhodes87@gmail.com Rebecca Rhodes Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

I believe this would be an excellent opportunity for children, it would be great exercise
and would support Thier mental health, children need the opportunity to be outside
socialising and need to be encouraged to keep fit. I understand that parking may

become an issue but surely if there is marshells this could be monitored, as for the
concern to local residents regarding the noise, would they complain if there was

children playing on the park and surrounding fields?

chloebell23@msn.com Chloe Middleton
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

With the amount of children in this area, we have an opportunity to support something
that instils the importance of a healthy lifestyle to them.

With 2 boys who play a considerable amount of sport with clubs in this area, it has
given them not only the opportunity to stay fit & healthy but also meet&make new

friends, which has in turn supported their transition through the school system locally.
I believe this is another avenue that should be made available to those children who

potentially do not wish to join a team sport, for all the reasons given. I also own a local
business & am aware through my clients, of children who this would apply to.

I would also like to say I find the objections by the council ludicrous! Sindelfingen is
already utilised by this demographic & any noise made through this event is nothing
that local residents will be unfamiliar with. If they had an issue, they would simply not

have purchased or rented a house within a radius of the park.

We have personally attended park run as a family at both Graves park & Rother
Valley country park, both of which are over a 15-20min drive for us. Having this on our

doorstep would be a welcome addition to the area. It is a well organised & well run
event & I see no reason whatsoever for the council objection. I’d also like to point out
we have run through slippy/muddy routes at both of these venues & I therefore see
the ‘need to remove leaves’ as a mere pathetic excuse once again by the council.

Very disappointing!

rob.c.hubbard@gmail.com Robert Hubbard Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
I have two children that are old enough for the park run. Being able to participate

would not only help their mental and physical health but also provide a great way for
us to spend time together as a family.

zoef84@googlemail.com Zoe Myers Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

There’s a large population of children and families in Dronfield, why would anyone not
support such an event? It sounds like all of the concerns of the council can be easily
addressed and Sindelfingen would be the perfect venue. If the people of Dronfield

support this (which I suspect is the case) I’m unsure how any democratically elected
council can object.

jenniferczeb@icloud.com Jennifer Zeb Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Any free activity promoted to improve a child’s physical and mental health should be
approved. The rate of children who are overweight or worse and the state of

children’s mental health is worryingly getting worse year on year.
It’s also an opportunity to bring people together who might perhaps feel socially

isolated.



skfullwood@hotmail.co.uk Sarah Fullwood Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Encouraging healthy life styles and exercise from a young age is vital to make sure
that children into adults with healthy habits. At a time of obesity and all-time high of

sugars and fats in foods, this is even more important. Apart from the physical benefits,
exercise improves mental health and wellbeing.

In times of technology and apps, encouraging children outside is incredibly important.
Park runs develop their sense of self, pride and confidence as well as keeping them

healthy and happy.

Saying that noise may upset neighbours is not a valid reason. Lots of families with
young children live near the park and make noise in their own gardens. There is

already noise from the park anyway. Children running are not going to make more
noise - if anything it would be less noise as they would be too out of breath to talk.

The paths are perfectly adequate for running on and for many park users.
The paths and parking would be no different to on a sunny weekend.

Park rub encourages  runners to walk or cycle to events and the footpath network
surrounding the park makes this easy and very likely.

By denying this the councillors of Dronfield are denying our children an opportunity to
develop healthy life-long habits and they should be ashamed of themselves.

isabel_mciver@yahoo.co.uk Isabel McIver Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Healthy for children and minimal impact

stuart.brain@gmail.com Stuart Brain Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Local ParkRun for the kids in the area sounds like a great idea and would be walkable
to from where we live.

sarahmoss45@hotmail.com Sarah ash Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Children’s services are limited in Dronfield. Everything seems to be rejected. Council
giving  very negative impression of themselves- stuffy and not considering we’ll bring

for all
Some residents in the area of Sindelfingen park have a very strong sway

joergrantham@gmail.com Joseph Raymond
Grantham Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support It only benefits everyone

joshuabramwell2000@gmail.com Joshua Bramwell Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support

I feel it would be beneficial to the youth of Dronfield as England as a whole is
currently suffering with a massive obesity problem and I feel this would help push
children in the correct direction. We also live in a day and age of technology with

more and more children neglecting exercise to play video games and I feel this will
help show the Dronfield youth community that exercise is fun and enjoyable.

Kalaniwau@outlook.com Kalani Wau Yes No Strongly support I think it would be beneficial for young people to have access to more physical activity

jamesbgoodwin926@gmail.com James Goodwin Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support In the past events such as this are wildly popular and it will help keep the people of
dronfield fit and healthy and give the kids something to train for

f.simpkin@gmail.com Felicity Simpkin Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

My children are active and engage in a number of sports, but we often have to travel
outside of Dronfield to do so which limits what they can get involved in. Hosting a park

run at Sindelfingen Park will improve accessibility. The park is big enough to host
such a run as it does for other organised runs which are brilliant in bringing the whole

community.
It’s central so that most people can walk to it and there is sufficient road parking to

accommodate those who need to.
Derbyshire Council has made a commitment as part of its Health and Wellbeing

Strategy to enable residents to live health lives. A junior park run is a positive long
term step in promoting healthy behaviours in the younger generation upstream. It’s

also a positive signal to the rest of the community about the council’s commitment to
health and health lifestyles, which has potential to influence a broader behavioural

change in the culture of our community members.
At a time where funding for youth provision is at an all time low and mental health

concerns for children are rising, we must be finding solutions to positive initiatives like
this.

I strongly disagree with the Council’s objections and commend the running club for
their determination and commitment to our children’s health and wellbeing.

esther.hobson@doctors.org.uk Esther Hobson Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Dronfield has always been a fantastic family town and its parks and activities for
children are what make us proud to say we’re from dronfield. Children’s sports

activities are expensive and prohibitive for many. Parkrun makes a community. We
live near a nursery and love hearing the kids playing and enjoying the outdoors.

Anyone who lives near a park expects a bit of noise. Local traffic for schools and work
is far noisier ans getting kids walking and running could actually reduce this. Am
embarrassed that our council can’t see the benefits but perhaps they just made a

mistake that can be easily reversed.



sue.cm14xd@gmail.com SUSAN
HAMPSHIRE

No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

I believe the health and wellbeing of children is so important and parkrun is a fantastic
community activity.  I volunteer at junior parkrun every week and it's a very uplifting

experience.  It is half an hour a week and is certainly not noisy or disruptive

dmsoesan@hotmail.com Daniel Soesan
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

A free running event to encourage children to exercise more in a friendly environment
should at all times be encouraged. If a council objects they really are not thinking of

what is good for the people living in their area.

elisepenn.odonnell@gmail.com Elise O’Donnell
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

The council’s objections appear petty in the extreme.  I fail to see why a
groundskeeper would have to clear leaves on a Friday, which is presumably part of

their job anyway.  Don’t leaves fall off trees on Saturdays?  Junior parkrun is a major
contribution to health, and a great opportunity for parents to do something positive

and fun with their children.  I imagine the same councillors would be whingeing if the
children were hanging around bored throwing stones at ducks or committing acts of

vandalism.  Participation will encourage them to appreciate and care about their park.

wizzkid42@hotmail.com Daniel Whysall Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Helps to get children out and exercising in the fresh air. Fun and family friendly. Local
and different for this area that is severely lacking in these kind of opportunities

kernowanya@gmail.com Anna seymour
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

I am a RD at par track junior parkrun so have had the opportunity to see how junior
parkrun benifta the local community and everyone who participates. We hold ours at,a

local running track and share the fields with football teams, local running clubs,
walkers and parkyoga. Not once has there ever been any problems with sharing the

park and it really builds the community together

lauralinda32@gmail.com Laura Haynes
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support
My kids get excited by Parkrun, they love the friendships, exercise and volunteers

cheering them on. Parkrun gets them away from devices and is actively helping kids
stay fot and healthy, promoting a good body image.

mattpillinger@yahoo.co.uk Matt pillinger
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

Junior parkrun provides fantastic health & social interaction for young people in a
friendly, supportive environment, the council should be doing everything they can to

support this & encourage the use of a public facility that tax payers fund

cecarnson@btinternet.com Colin Carnson
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

I am a junior Run Director at two different junior parkruns, within the Perth and
Kinross council area in Scotland and the local council fully supports both events. They
see that this provides community benefits which include health, wellbeing, and mental

benefits to children and adults who get involved. The  only thing the council do is to
clear paths of any broken glass from drinkers the night before, which they have to do

anyway.
The Run Director and some of the volunteers checks the course prior to the event on
a Sunday morning, before the children arrive. Sometimes we move broken branches

or clear rubbish,, but there is no need to clear leaves. It doesn’t take long to clear
anything if we need to.

We do a warm up, give a safety briefing and let the children start their run.
As to noise, probably the loudest part is give recognition to the children when those

who are getting wrists bands get a clap. When they are running it is actually very quiet
as they are concentrating on that rather than shouting or screaming.

We now have volunteers who help every week and they saw us at the park and asked
to help. This provided excellent community involvement. We also have young Duke of
Edinburgh teenagers offering their help every week and it helps them on the bronze,

silver and gold awards.

One of the routes runs on a bit of grass. But we move this slightly each week to avoid
unnecessary wear and tear.

I hope you get the council onside as the community benefits and interactions the loca
community.far out ways the negativity. And those people who or take part help their

health and mental state massively.
Best of luck.

nemonevdb@gmail.com Nemone Van Der
Bliake

No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

Everyone arrives arund 5 minutes to 9 and its all over by 20 minutes past. Less than
25 mins from beginning to end, and very little noise from children running. I have

visited a lot of junior parkruns and there is less noise tha children make playing. The
small numbers would not affect parking, and parents tend to be very considerate of

others in a public park at 9am on a Sunday morning. Perhaps councillors could visit a
junior parkrun and see how it work before voting against it, or even watch a video of

one.



armond509@hotmail.com Vanessa Armond
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

I’m a Mum and a Nan. I run parkrun most Saturdays and I volunteer junior parkrun
most Sundays. I’m incredibly disappointed to read the Council’s decision, and the

basis for their decision. Water on the paths - the parkrun would be cancelled until it
clears. Clearing the path of leaves on a Friday - do they understand how weather and
seasons work? The paths will be covered again by Sunday, so that’s pointless. Again,
if the course was slippery, the run director would cancel. Why have the councillors not

undertaken any research from other local parkruns to satisfy themselves that these
perspectives are ill-informed? With mental and physical health in decline and a

struggling NHS we need to focus on building inclusive health and well-being habits in
our young people. It’s so sad that their councillors aren’t prepared to inform
themselves to make appropriate decisions to support the wellbeing of their

community.

jkilcoyne2013@yahoo.co.uk John Kilcoyne
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

My interest: Founding co-event director at a 5k parkrun, RD at 3 junior parkruns and
former ED at one of those 3 jprs.                   Dronfield TC's website stresses the

accessibility and inclusivity of the park.
https://www.dronfield.gov.uk/news/2023/01/new-look-for-sindelfingen-park Your

ambassador should be able to help with responses to the impact assessment but in
my opinion, junior parkrun would be a definite asset to the TC's offer to the

community. The objections raised in the impact assessment can all be addressed 1,
2. Noise and disruption- there will be few other organised activities at 9am on a

Sunday morning. People living near a park can expect some noise. 5. Many children
will be accompanied by adults and all will give way to other park users. 6. Most of the

roads surrounding the park have no parking restrictions and the majority of
participants will be  away before 9:30 each week. 7. The advantage to running on

grass is that you can move the route slightly every time so you are not using the same
pathway. This will help protect the grass when it needs it. 8. No need to blow the

leaves clear, children are more than happy to run with whatever is on the path.  You
can also set up an alternative route for the occasions when areas are out of condition.
It would be worth suggesting to councillors that they visit other jprs in similar locations

to see them in action but there are not many to compare locally. It may be worth
getting in touch with Swadlincote jpr in Derbyshire, Hucknall jpr in Notts, Boston Road
Rec jpr in Lincolnshire, Clough Hall jpr in Stafordshire, Play Close Park jpr and Market
Harborough jpr in Leicestershire, Riversley Park jpr or St Nicholas jpr in Warwickshire.

All of these parks have similarities with your own park and the teams there will be
able to share their own experience.  I'd suggest these would be better than getting in

touch with your local Sheffield events as these events are mostly based in smaller
towns with a park owned by the local town or parish council or a smaller district

council.

sainscough@gmail.com Sam Ainscough
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I’ve recently been part of a team that’s set up a junior parkrun at Norfolk Heritage
Park in Sheffield. Junior parkrun is a fantastic way to get young people active and

involve the local community. I know several members of DRC and I have no doubts
they’ll run successful events and go above and beyond in making sure the impact on

the park and local area is nothing but positive.
rorygadsden@gmail.com Rory Gadsden Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support Used to do Junior park run at Graves and it was good

timothyjfellows@gmail.com Tim Fellows
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support
Junior parkrun is a fantastic initiative that offers a free, regular volunteer led activity
for young people that has obvious benefits to health and tackling obesity. My 9 year

old grandson would do this parkrun when he's with us.

jemmavward@gmail.com Jemma Walker
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

I don't live in the area, but I wanted to lend my support as an ED of Riverside
Gardens junior parkrun. I nearly gave up when trying to set up our junior parkrun

when we had opposition from the friends of the park. The council wouldn't approve
without the support of the the friends, who were worried about the hundreds of

children ruining their grass when it was wet. We compromised on having a winter
course which is on the tarmac, it's more laps so not ideal but we find in winter that we
get less children so lapping isn't the issue we thought it might be. Although we started

off with over 100 children each week in summer, we've been going 2.5 years and
settled down to 30-50 in winter and still less than 100 in summer. Don't give up! I keep

everything crossed that a compromise can be found.

matt@animis.co.uk Matthew Wilcock
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

As someone who grew up in Dronfield Woodhouse I strongly believe this proposal will
be of huge benefit to the children of Dronfield and the surrounding area. I have
experienced many junior parkruns in similar areas and the concerns raised by
Dronfield Town Council simply don't ring true. I firmly believe the benefits to the

community far outweigh any of the perceived problems. I hope one day to be able to
take my son to visit a junior parkrun in the town in which I grew up.



mari_mari77@hotmail.com Mari Smith Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
Park run will be a great community event, which will bring people together and help

not just juniors but adults with physical and mental health. Can't think of a better
event. We used to do junior park runs back in London.

dotandray@yahoo.com Dot Steele Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Fantastic idea for family participation.
Encourage motivation to become active in life.

Fun in sharing and being part of a group event boosts confidence.
Dronfield is wonderful for families and would be well supported by residents.

Ideal for grandparents to watch their youngsters enjoying themselves.
Would put our local park to good use at this time of the day.

This event MUST be given the go ahead as so many positives for the children!

jess_a_lawless@hotmail.com Jessica lawless Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
An absolute must for Dronfield! I can only see it bringing benefit to the people of

Dronfield and local businesses. Furthermore it’s a positive way to support children’s
physical and mental health.

joburton49@gmail.com Jo Burton
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

We need to do all we can to encourage exercise and a healthy lifestyle in everyone
and junior parkrun is a great way to instill this in children. It's all inclusive no matter
what ability. I'm RD at my local parkrun and I've never noticed any excess noise, no
inappropriate parking from parents and my local council definitely do not sweep any
paths - I think the council should have a rethink. Surely parks are there to be used. I

love that plenty of our kids stay in after parkrun and play in the park.

raeanne251980@googlemail.com Raeanne Elliott
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

As an event director of a junior parkrun, I have seen the benefit a junior parkrun can
bring to the community.

We host our event on council grounds and we have been supported by the other park
users which at 9am on a Sunday morning include a few dog walkers - they know we

use the park and they welcome us.
Our presence in the park has actually made people more aware of it - lots of people
didn't even know it existed before and now use it more. And we spend money at the

local cafe afterwards!
We have a wide range of cultures enjoying our junior parkrun who come together to

socialise at the event.
We also host Duke of Edinburgh volunteers - I'm sure I don't need to go into the

benefit of this, but watching the kids develop and gain confidence is very rewarding.
And we are glad to support this initiative.

Any objection is naive - the positives certainly outweigh the negatives that your
council are objecting to.

sarahthorpe35@yahoo.com Sarah Thorpe Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

I am interested in fun, affordable activities for my five year old. I am keen to show him
how sport and living a healthy lifestyle is important. We have travelled to the graves

park run and he enjoyed participating in the fun and inclusive environment. I would be
keen to have a local event available.

leannesmith111@hotmail.com Leanne Brice Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support Parkrun is such a wonderful community activity. Giving children the opportunity to run
is so good for their physical and mental wellbeing.

neilfrankland@hotmail.co.uk Neil Frankland Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support It would be great to have sporting opportunities on offer for children and young people
in Dronfield. It really is time the town modernised approaches in some areas.

davidstrangetrousers@gmail.com David Barnett
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
Yes Strongly support

I have been a regular volunteer at my local parkrun and its junior parkrun equivalent
for over ten years now. Both these events have transformed hundreds if not

thousands of lives for the better - both for the volunteers and the participants. Having
a free, inclusive event that benefits children's physical and mental health far

outweighs any negatives. The main objection seems to be to having dozens of
children running in a park, but (a) isn't this precisely what parks are for? and (b) it will

take about half an hour at 9am on a Sunday morning - when most people are
probably still in bed - that is less than 0.3% of a week! Parkrun will have longterm

benefits in encouraging healthy outdoor active lifestyles for generations to come. It
really is a no brainer and I hope you will acknowledge this. I have travelled to more

than 100 parkruns across the UK and Europe and the atmosphere is always
welcoming and a rare beacon of the local communities. Dronfield deserves to be part

of this family.



uthoocha@gmail.com Simon Cooper Yes Dronfield Bowshaw Yes Strongly support

Dronfield Town Council don't like to support anything that is not to the benefit of those
who are 60+ retired and lived hear since 1950. I grew up here since 1985 and its

about time the local council realised Dronfield is not a retirement village any more. It
is full of young and middle aged parents with growing families and energetic children.
They are happy to take our council tax but not to support initiatives for young people. I
say sack the lot of them and get in some new blood. Rejecting this due to noise from
a park? I assume this is a joke, what is a park without noise from happy children, kind
of defeats the object of having one. Rejected because the Groundskeeper would have

to clear the paths of leaves every Friday, you mean actually do some work? Should
they not be doing this anyway? Ridiculous! Let the kids run.

domangemma1@gmail.com Gemma doman Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

I believe in a world so consumed by technology that it is paramount we support and
encourage children to get outside and be active. How this can ever be viewed as a

negative thing baffles me, we have to work harder to enforce these types of
gatherings, shame on dronfield town council for rejecting this proposal

yukayan0827@gmail.com JIAXIN YU Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Running is good for our kid's health.

slcrowson64@googlemail.com Sarah Crowson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Good for the community.

126topher@gmail.com Chris Gilbert
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support We need to support our children to be active in a safe environment.  This is a great

proposal that should be supported.

ben.baxendale@me.com Ben baxendale
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support
Junior parkruns are a great way to get kids active and out on a Sunday if they don’t

do team sports especially. It’s a great gateway for the kids into being more active and
would be a great benefit to the area.

lee426@btinternet.com Susan Lee Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Obesity levels globally were announced today, the world needs fit and wealthy young
people.

Too many people in the town complain about anti social behaviours but when there’s
a proposal to let kids do something to get fit and healthy while having fun and burning

excess energy, it gets blocked by the very people who should be enabling it.
The owners of properties near the park knew the park was there when they signed

the purchase contracts. It is a park for everyone to use, it is not an extension to their
front gardens.

Please make Dronfield a town that grows healthy and happy young people and gives
them something positive to do, don’t turn it into a huge retirement village.

brettrumfitt@hotmail.co.uk Brett Rumfitt
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support

Junior parkrun is a great initiative at a time of childhood obesity. It is all over in about
30 minutes,  the children love it, and they and the adults take a positive view of the
park. A great community event. Please Dronfield Council,  speak to your colleagues

at Councils at other junior parkruns.

stringfellowkatie@gmail.com Katie Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

The park is set up well to host such an event and there are three car parks including
the Doctors surgery- which I'm sure in the interests of public health they would fully

support it being used. No consultation was had when privatising the parking at co-op
which has thrown anyone using the businesses -such as hair dressers or the pub for
longer than two hours- to parking on the roadside. This is an issue for long periods

throughout the week mornings, afternoons ( if the pub is hosting an event ) and
evenings so I'm unsure as to why this is any different for an event that will last an hour

on a Sunday- at least people can make use of the privitised car park for this event
without running  the risk of a fine! The message we send to our children about the

importance of exercise and how fun this can be needs to be highly weighted against
the arguments currently drawn up to oppose it. As a family of two children who would
love this event on our doorstep, ( we currently live next to the park) we wish you luck

in challenging this objection.
allibaxby@gmail.com Allison Baxby Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support We need to keep children fit especially with childhood obesity

suety1970@icloud.com Susan Murdoch Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support Every opportunity to get children outside and being active should be taken full
advantage of.  Especially an activity that is totally free of charge to the children.

dwileman@dhfs.uk Damian Wileman
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support
Opportunity for young people to participate in safe, secure sporting activity.

Improvement in physical and mental health. Opportunity for young people to explore
running which may spark a passion for physical activity.

bswales@dhfs.uk Ben Swales
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support This would be a fantastic opportunity for children to enjoy an active lifestyle, time

outdoors, and build a community around this.

sarahbinney@hotmail.co.uk Sarah Binney Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support It’s an excellent way of encouraging children to exercise and get out in the fresh air.



gellvincent@hotmail.com Vin Gell Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

I have grandchildren who live in Dronfield and really want them to grow in a fit,
healthy and free way. The park run is a simple way to do that with the added benefit
of meeting new friends. What is more pleasing than hearing happy young people go
about their hobby and having fun. Avoiding other sad distractions. Come on Council

stop being so down beat and find a way to support this great idea.

barnett491@btinternet.com Alan Barnett
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

Noise in the park would upset local residents.
“WoW” far less noise than at junior football matches at Gosforth
Parents would ignore our request to park in the public car parks

Parking, No event anywhere in the uk has enough parking, None of the pubs in
Dronfield have enough parking for all there customers, between 9-10 On Sunday

mornings the vast majority of households are still at home & adequate on st parking is
available.

Drainage concerns where paths would be wet or muddy ( no problem for runners)
Paths being "too narrow" for children to run on

Solution :- staggered starts,  with youngest/slowest going first. so that the overall time
using the park wouldn’t be extended. Would be if you did slowest last.

Groundskeeper would have to clear the paths of leaves every Friday.!!!!
Only in Autumn, waste of time Groundkeeper clearing path on Friday as by Sunday
could be covered again. Solution:- Volunteers would clear paths using Plastic snow

Shovels on the Sunday.

fayewilders35@gmail.com Faye Wilders
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

I feel we have an obesity crisis with young children and something needs to change,
this is a free event every week and a vet popular one at that nation wide. I am also a
teacher at DHFS and I know a lot of students would benefit and enjoy this event each

week.

fayelp@hotmail.co.uk Faye Pratt Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

In a time when obesity is on the rise and children spend a lot of time on
mobiles/computer games, any exercise they can safely join in, within their own

community, can only be a good thing. For both physical and mental well-being, I
strongly support this and know my children would join in.

david@roarsurgical.co.uk David Strong Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Support

We've attended Parkrun elsewhere and our kids have really enjoyed it. Elsewhere is a
bit far on the weekends and there is also the environmental impact of travelling
elsewhere. We have rarely seen our children's friends participating and to have

something more local, I would hope more of their school-friends might participate,
aiding camaraderie, spurning good natured competition and greater community

cohesion more than running somewhere else with nobody they really know. I can
understand the council's concerns and it's probably necessary for those directly

adjacent to the park to be consulted and engaged/given the opportunity to raise any
objections directly. Concerns over the grass section... Could it be made seasonal
contingent on ground conditions? Concerns over having lots of additional people

coming in from out of town? Surely the solution would be for there to be more
Parkruns generally so people were travelling less far?

lesleyallen65@hotmail.com Lesley Allen
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

It is really important to encourage children to be enthusiastic about hess as health
and fitness, in a day and age that is overwhelmed with a sedentary and unhealthy

lifestyle, detrimental to the future generations becoming future adults with I’ll health.
The excuses given by the council in no way explain the reasons for not allowing a

children’s park. Do the right thing and give the go ahead for this excellent activity for
our local healthy and successful children of the future.

lynseyharrison83@gmail.com Lynsey Harrison Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

We have 3 children who would be keen to take part in this local parkrun. It would be
great to have a free accessable healthy activity for all children. Very disappointed in

the councils decision to reject this application that would benefit the health and
wellbeing of it's community.

peteh@pinpointpl.com Peter Haddrell Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Great for kids, nearby

steveyardley8@gmail.com Steven Yardley
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support Gives children exercise.

roseleighac@gmail.com Ian Leigh
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

Will help promote healthy lifestyles for local children and help reduce childhood
obesity.

Will provide a great opportunity for community engagement and volunteering, and
foster well-being in local residents and children.

Will help put Dronfield on the map for minimum financial cost, with no significant
financial investment required by Dronfield Town Council.

Will be fantastic to see and hear children using their own local park for what it was
designed for, local children and residents.



trevorjohnb@gmail.com Trevor Back Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support
I have always  enjoyed jogging and feel has important for me in for my  Physical and
Mental  health, Need start them Young , have 2 grandsons in Dronfield who would

benefit. To many un healthy children arround in  these days

lauraelmore91@gmail.com Laura Elmore Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

This is a great fun way for kids to exercise. In a world where kids are obese why
wouldn’t the town council support such a great idea? The residents knew about the
park when they purchased their homes. Living next to a park can be noisy but that’s

the choice they chose. This is a very poor excuse made by the town council. Yet
again, our children are being denied of something that would be a major health

benefit for them.
I’m sure that many parents and their children will be walking to the event. Not

everyone will drive.
How does the park and the car parking manage at the height of summer when it’s

extremely busy?
How can other surrounding towns be able to do such a great event for the community

but Dronfield can’t?
Maybe the parent can sign a waiver, that in the event of a child slipping on the leaves

then it’s not the responsibility of the council.
kathrynlittle71@googlemail.com Kathryn Mercer Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support The young people of Dronfield need this kind of activity in their community

katedownsborough@hotmail.co.uk Kate Wood Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

My 7 year old son wants to take part. He enjoys athletics and having another
opportunity for him, locally, would be very beneficial. We would walk to the site so

would not cause an issue for parking. I can't imagine that the concern regarding paths
is realistic as the ages and abilities of the runners will mean they are stretched out.
And the objection of noise seems ridiculous as it isn't a noise generating event. It is

very frustrating that the council won't even give permission for some trial events to go
ahead, to actually see the benefits for participants and the local area, and to see if

any of the proposed objections are in any way justified before stopping what could be
a very beneficial opportunity for our children.

annalord1@gmail.com Anna Lord Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Junior parkrun would be a great event for the community, it's so important to
encourage children to be active and spend time outdoors. We've done junior parkrun
at Graves Park and the atmosphere is lovely. I don't believe a parkrun in Sindelfingen

would cause any significant noise or disruption to local residents and it would be a
good opportunity for local businesses as families attending the event would go to local

shops and cafes. I hope the Council can see the bigger picture and embrace this
opportunity to encourage an active lifestyle and community spirit. Thank you to

Dronfield RC for all their efforts to get junior parkrun up and running.

Woodheadsamantha@gmail.com Samantha
woodhead Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

It’s vital health and well-being is promoted positively for young people. Staying active
has so many benefits and embedding active behaviour from an early age encourages

life long habits. A parkrun that is accessible to all - I.e you can walk to the park to
partake, see friends and the local community - would enable more young people in

dronfield to enjoy the activity and form positive habits.

deckchairarmy@gmail.com Nick Burns
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support Children need to be supported and encouraged to partake in physical activity. Too
much obesity and reliance upon games consoles for a healthy lifestyle

margoduncan@mac.com Margaret Duncan
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support The benefits completely outweigh the councils arguments against. Children are

experiencing worse health than ever before. We need to get everyone moving more.

lindsayannsumner@yahoo.co.uk Lindsay Sumner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Children need to be encouraged to do exercise, to put down their social media
devices and get outside. I think it is a great idea to have a weekly park run .

thakesimon@hotmail.com Simon Thake Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

We are trying to bring our two children up to be active and healthy without worrying
about always winning or coming first. Junior Parkruns offer a lovely friendly

environment which the kids love. It gives children a different perspective on their park
space and as parents we’d definitely make use of local cafes/pubs after the runs. If

we had a local parkrun it’d mean we could walk to it too so would be a greener choice
than driving to run in Sheffield.



hannahlister@hotmail.com Hannah Lister Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

We should be doing everything we can to encourage our young people to enjoy
keeping fit and healthy, and build fitness into their lives. Many parents would be

worried about their children going out running on their own, so a communal event like
this means children can exercise in safety and be fully supervised. This park is plenty
big enough for a children's park run. I have run around this park myself and know that
the pathways are perfectly safe and wide enough for people to pass each other. Many

families would probably walk to the park (again, good for everyone's health!), so I
think the comments about parking are overinflated. Park Runs are now established
events that take place week in week out without issue. The Town Councils response

to this application is frankly ridiculous!

wrighty98@hotmail.com Christopher Wright Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support I believe that both of my children would benefit from this event, and it would

encourage local children to start running.

jane_gardiner@yahoo.co.uk Jane Gardiner Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

- Improving the physical and psychological health of children in Dronfield through
participation in an activity that is designed to be inclusive.

- Improved fitness will not only promote cardio vascular health but also reduce the
likelihood of obesity in childhood and consequently in adulthood.

- Improved physical and psychological health outcomes will improve quality of life but
aldo importantly reduce the long term impact on the NHS.

- Improving the psychological wellbeing of adults/older people of Dronfield who wish
to volunteer, promoting community and helping those who may suffer from isolation

and loneliness.

- Opportunity for young people of Dronfield to grow in confidence by volunteering,
spending time away from technology and out in the open air and again, building

community.

- Promoting the reputation of Dronfield as an active, inclusive, forward thinking
council.

- From experience of attending other senior and junior parkrun events, rubbish is
never an issue and, if anything was accidentally left, it would be the responsibility of

the volunteers to retrieve it.

- The only noise would be a few positive, encouraging remarks from parents and
volunteers for 15-20 mins.

- It would be the responsibility of the run director and volunteers to ensure the course
is  clear and safe. The event be cancelled if not.

reececartwright94@gmail.com Reece Cartwright Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

Childhood obesity levels are still higher since the pandemic. There are a limited
number of free activities available to young people in the area to help them keep fit
and active. Children suffering with mental health conditions is on the rise in the UK.

Parkrun (exercise) improves mental health by reducing anxiety and depression whilst
improving self-esteem.

Anna.parsons@rocketmail.com Anna Mason Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support This can only be a positive thing for the community

daviniawebb@googlemail.com Davinia Webb Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support
Providing a positive safe environment for children to be amongst others while

exercising is a definite plus . It gets children out of the house and gives them a goal/
focus .

jamesohorner@gmail.com James Horner
No - and too far away to
benefit from a parkrun

in Dronfield
No Strongly support Let them race!! We have an obesity crisis and kids want to run!

hello@josephehoward.co.uk Joseph Howard
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

Fully support the Junior Parkrun in Dronfield. It's an invaluable addition, promoting
health, community, and enjoyment for the youth of Dronfield. Parkrun is a well tested
proven concept. Sindelfingen Park is an ideal venue for brief, early Sunday morning

activity.



amycook13@hotmail.com Amy Cook Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

My child would love to do a parkrun but the closest one is Graves Park which would
mean driving. As we are trying to promote to our child that we don't need to drive

everywhere to do something, a Dronfield park run would mean we could walk to the
park, run and walk home. What a great thing for a 5 year old to do!

I don't think the park paths around the park are used enough by children, and it would
be a great way to teach them that the path parks are for them and not just dog

walkers!

jamesdunn1993@hotmail.co.uk James dunnachie
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support More exercise the better

ebrightmore@hotmail.com Emma Turnell Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

Promoting health and well being in children should be absolutely one of the councils
primary aims and targets.

We have the space and route and it should be made use of.
Better sense of community.

If the leaves need to be cleared on a Friday for runners they should be cleared for the
general public too.

Why not?!

helen.longden@gmail.com Helen Longden Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

This would be a fantastic event to encourage children to get out in the fresh air, get
some exercise and build healthy habits. From the experience volunteering at other
parkruns and junior parkruns, I am sure there would be no issues related to noise,

and the other objections raised are easily overcome. I have seen the positive impact
junior parkrun can have on children and I feel Dronfield children would benefit greatly

from this.

djkeay@sky.com David
Johnston-Keay Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Dronfield currently accommodates under 5’s and the over 70’s. Junior and high
school children have little to do in dronfield.  Getting kids active, promoting exercise

and providing a social event once a week when children can meet up in a supported,
friendly environment (for which they can train and challenge themselves), would be

fantastic.

Personally disappointed that the council have turned down yet another initiative that
could benefit children in out of school hours.

dellafield48@gmail.com Della Field Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I am a mum and a GP

Events like this are so good on many levels:
Community connection/ belonging

Child health and wellbeing

Encouraging fitness and personal achievement are life skills

There is a strong link between mental health and physical health and the council
supporting and encouraging this would illustrate them prioritising this to young people

In the last year I have done couch to 5k and its been great. Having done some of the
local park runs it's spurred on my running and the sense of achievement and

belonging is great.

Running is free and accessible. Being outdoors is incredibly good for people's
wellbeing

It would support local businesses in the area

sarahdelaney999@gmail.com Sarah Delaney Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Parkrun is a great community event, it keeps people active and is a great way to
socialise with people from your community. I have always loved parkrun, having been
a volunteer for a year and running one every Saturday I can. I am 100% for a junior
parkrun in Dronfield, and I think that Sindelfingen Park would be the perfect place.

lizzie.hay@hotmail.co.uk Elizabeth Pass Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

My little one takes athletics classes at the EIS and I'm sure they would love to do a
park run close to home, meet other children and have fun. They love Singelfingen

park already and this would be a great opportunity to get them up and out early at the
weekend and excited about exercise rather than screen time!



kennysbride@yahoo.co.uk Stephanie Betts Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

We have taken part in the park run in graves park and my son loved it. We have tried
to find him an athletics club but there are none nearby. Dronfield seems to have lots
of opportunities for kids who like football but apart from that there isn’t anything else

sporting for him locally. A park run in Dronfield would be great.
I understand the car issue as parking is not great round there but the roads are not all

suddenly blocked when it comes to the dronfield 10k once a year amd that has lots
more participants and lots of parents would walk.

christineburke333@gmail.com Christine burke Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support
My two granddaughters love doing the park run in hillsborough park.  Its gets them up

Nd active.  Their school work has improved as they are more alert.  And they look
forward to doing it.  Well worth promoting.

katelfletcher@hotmail.co.uk Kate Fletcher Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Really good to bring something like this to Dronfield, there aren’t enough diverse
activities for young people in the town so this would help.

grant.nankivell@btconnect.com Grant Nankivell Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support Think it's great to get young kids active and outdoors

price_lisa@hotmail.co.uk Lisa Price Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support

I would love to see a junior park run in Dronfield, to make park run accessible to the
young people who live here. In particular, it would offer great encouragement to those
children who spent months in lockdown. Allowing them to get out, meet new people,

get active for their health, well-being and also help develop positive habits for the
future! We would walk down to enjoy the park run, as a family.

julia.lrose@sky.com Julia Rose Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support
We need to encourage our children to participate in sport for their health  and

wellbeing and it’s a fun thing to do! ,and Parkrun is a fantastic way of doing just that .
If we have the places and support to provide this why wouldn’t we?

imogen.staite@nhs.net Imogen Staite Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

As a local parent and as a GP I would strongly support the junior park run. The
benefits to the health, both physical and mental, of the local children would be

significant and should be supported by as many people as possible. I feel that the
council should be trying very hard to support this initiative

nicolasanders88@gmail.com Nicola Sanders Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

paul_dorward@hotmail.com Paul Dorward Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

The objections raised are laughable. The park can easily support the estimated
numbers of children that would participate in a Junior Parkrun and if the council have
concerns about vehicle parking or park safety, then these should be addressed now

as a priority regardless of whether a Parkrun is taking place or not. There are no
restrictions on public use of the park, and nor should there be. If 100 children and
their parents decided to attend the park over a sunny summer weekend (or even a
wet winter weekend), then they would be able to without reservation. Local councils
work towards improving community well-being and providing better services. Their

activities fall into three main categories: representing the local community; delivering
services to meet local needs; striving to improve quality of life and community

well-being. By blocking the Junior Parkrun, using the reason given, this council is
deliberately disregarding their purpose.

We need more activities in our community that encourage our children to lead an
active lifestyle, and I fully support Dronfield RC in their attempt to bring a Junior

Parkrun to Sindelfingen Park.
ianprest@outlook.com Ian Prest Yes Dronfield North No Strongly support Good for the community spirit and well being of the children

iswordsius@gmail.com Steve Swords Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Encouraging children to exercise with obesity rates going through the roof, should be
a societal imperative. Not only that, it fosters community spirit, a sense of belonging
and is great for all concerned wellbeing. The council should be lowering barriers for

entry not throwing hurdles up.

kirstefarrell@gmail.com Kirste Farrell
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I think it’s important for children to be encouraged to do more outdoor activities. It
would. Benefit both their physical wellbeing and also their mental health. This sounds

like a perfect way to do this. It would be beneficial for the community as a whole.
People socialising, especially with families, is always a positive thing.

moldale@hotmail.com Marcia Oldale Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support Fantastic way for children to get exercise and have oodles of fun



bjmachin@googlemail.com Ben Machin Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

I am 35 and was previously a Parkrun pessimist. I only got involved in running the
events over this last year after being encouraged to attend by friends and have ran
events across the country. I have been thoroughly impressed by the commitment of
volounteers and the community spirit developed through the delivering of successful

events which positively engages individuals in physical exercise, benefiting their
physical and mental wellbeing. There is also potential economic benefit from hosting
these events with many runners and spectators purchasing hot drinks and breakfasts
within the vicinity. I have always thought 1) I wish I had got involved in my junior years

to support my fitness 2) it’s a shame that we don’t have a Parkrun of our own in
Dronfield.

As Dronfield continues to grow, the council will need to reflect on its strategies to curb
anti-social behaviour. This offering by DRC to support the establishment of a junior

Parkrun should be commended, it will have a positive impact on our youth and this is
demonstrated through the individual endorsements.

As a parent of a 4 year old, and as an individual who engaged with sports throughout
my youth, I wholeheartedly support the proposals.

bethbirtles@aol.com Beth standering
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support To keep children healthy and for their mental health

k44har@gmail.com Angela Williams Yes Dronfield Woodhouse No Strongly support

For the mental health and  the well being of our children I strongly support the park
run for children. If children take exercise at an early age it has huge health benefits
throughout their lives. A child who is interested in a sport usually has no interest in

drinking, smoking or taking part in anti social behaviour something which there is far
too much of in Dronfield. It is time the youngsters of Dronfield had sporting activities

they can take part in.

sheilapyke15@gmail.com Sheila Pyke Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I don't have any connection with any children in Dronfield, but I firmly believe that
what you're proposing to do is an excellent idea and obviously very well thought

through. Anything that gets children outside in the fresh air and exercising has got to
be good,

cookejulie1@outlook.com Julie Cooke Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support Promote health and fitness in a local, safe and friendly environment.

annaskehan@hotmail.co.uk Anna Timmins Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support

Junior Park run would be great for young peoples mental and physical health.
Promoting fitness and group sporting activities gives youngsters a sense of belonging

and purpose and encourages positive behaviours long term.  If the paths are
dangerous the park should be closed completely, is there an official risk assessment
on the state of the paths? They can’t be any more dangerous than the state of the

roads in dronfield.
We would walk to and from the event, and if we did need to drive on occasion would

find a safe, sensible place to park and then walk.
Noise concerns seems like someone on the council is clutching at straws to find

reasons to object. The area already has a park and schools close by not to mention
the noisy bypass flyover. I tend not to be noisy whilst running as I focus on my

breathing and if the council attended another Parkrun in the local area they would see
that they don’t draw huge crowds of spectators, people arrive, they run then they go

home or may stay to buy a drink from a local business.

Good luck with the application!

josie.hill2@icloud.com Josie Hill
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support To help Children’s mental health and well being .

loriwright83@googlemail.com Lori Sue Cowan Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support
I think this would be great for our children. It's keeping them healthy and active. My
daughter loves athletics and for her to be able to go to something like this would be

fabulous.
ashleigh_h1993@hotmail.co.uk Ashleigh Hobson Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support As a teacher I think this would be hugely beneficial to the welfare of young people.
chrissanders966@gmail.com Chris Sanders Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support

rhonda_hodges@hotmail.co.uk Rhonda Hodges
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

With the current nearest junior Parkrun in Graves Park, we have to drive to access it.
Having one in Dronfield would mean that we could walk to it, thereby further

increasing our fitness levels and decreasing our carbon footprint. Having a local junior
Parkrun will also encourage primary schools to engage with it at all levels, by

encouraging children to take part either running or volunteering and benefit from the
social aspects that Parkrun brings to a community.



anthony.alarsen@gmail.com Anthony Larsen
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

No Strongly support

As an educator I see daily how unfit children are becoming and the effect this is
having on both their mental and physical health. I believe a junior parkrun would do
wonders in promoting health, increasing confidence, building a sense of community

and creating a life long love of being active.

sophieerobinson@hotmail.com Sophie Robinson
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Yes Strongly support

We live in Holmesfield so this is relevant for our children who would love this. It is
disappointing the council can’t see the benefit this junior parkrun will bring to the

health and wellbeing of our local children. Whilst I understand there are obstacles to
overcome to facilitate these event these are insignificant to the health benefits. Many

towns across the country can make it work so how come Dronfield can’t?

May I also point out that St Andrews school hold an annual sponsored run around this
same park using the same paths and parents attend to cheer on the children without
issue. If the council can authorise this successful annual event for a local school then
why couldn’t the same event be run on a Sunday when traffic levels are far removed

from weekday congestion?

catherinesproson@gmail.com Catherine Sproson Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Strongly support
I am keen for my children to be active members of their community both literally and

metaphorically. Park run represents an ideal activity to promote this valuable
behaviour

pjthomp2@hotmail.com Pete Thompson Yes Gosforth Valley Yes Support It's a park, to be used by children. The event is aimed at Children to use the park in
the way it is actually intended.

lee.joseph2108@gmail.com Joseph Lee
No - but close enough

to benefit from a
parkrun in Dronfield

Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support

Great location a great spot for post parkrun playtime too and means that we could
bring our under 4 too. We regularly visit friends who do live in dronfield/dronfield

Woodhouse and they also have 4+ year olds who would participate.

anna_duff@hotmail.com Anna Ainsley Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support Local events for families would be great. Other park runs aren’t locally accessible.
The park is perfect for the event.

ravmakkar@gmail.com Ravinder Makkar Yes Yes Strongly support A thoroughly good and fun way of keeping healthy with friends who are within the
community.

Pennymhodkinson@gmail.com Penny Elhadidi Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

I would strongly support the junior parkrun coming to Dronfield, having 2 young
children I feel passionate about them having access to a range of sporting activities
that will encourage movement and socialisation. Both of which will allow children to

feel motivated to move and take part in community events.

hannahwyslych@hotmail.co.uk Hannah Lee Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) Yes Strongly support Park Run would be a fantastic addition which would be of such strong benefit to the

physical and mental well being of our community.
rowena.walker@student.shu.ac.uk Rowena Walker Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support As a nurse this is brilliant for the health and future health of the children participating

lisa_scott27@hotmail.com Lisa Dale Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

Park Run is a fantastic national incentive to get people moving. It is motivational,
adapted for each level and helps with improving fitness, movement and gets you

outside! Children are energetic and full of enthusiasm and they are at a perfect point
to get them outdoors experiencing exercise and fitness in our beautiful parks. Park

run is part of the community and brings everyone together to start the day in a healthy
and active way. There is nothing in Dronfield for children in this respect and the

Dronfield community are always immensely interested in providing things like this for
their younger generation. Parks are recreational grounds to bring communities

together and this would be a great event. An adult one would be welcomed also!! The
people of Dronfield have been requesting a bike/skate park for the younger

generation for some time now which has also been rejected. It very much seems that
Dronfield Town Council does not have the best interests of the future generations at
heart and are stuck with archaic views of what Dronfield and its residents really want

and need.

zoeastridge@gmail.com Zoë Astridge Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Getting children active from a young age paves the way to a young adult being active
and engraining a healthier lifestyle for the rest of their lives. It’s a way to socialise and

interact and improve mental wellbeing in a time when most interaction is through a
mobile phone. I wholly support DRC in their proposal and hope the council see what a

positive impact this will have for the children and our community.

ckeddy@live.co.uk Carmel chaplain Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support Fantastic opportunity for healthy activity by young people. Improvement in population
health.

annehides@googlemail.com Anne Hides Yes Dronfield Woodhouse Yes Strongly support I feel this would be a good opportunity to bring the community together, encouraging a
healthy lifestyle for our youngsters

kerentanner@hotmail.com Keren Baines Yes Dronfield South No Strongly support

Our children's health is deteriorating through lack of exercise, poor food choices, lack
of time in the fresh air and being with people socially. This park run can only be good

for the children. I despair of this narrow minded town council, their objections are
ridiculous.



shaun4337@me.com Shaun Bradley Yes Coal Aston No Strongly support Get younger kids active.

dmellor31@gmail.com Darren Mel Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support
I think its a fab idea and credit to DRC for pushing for this, its exactly the sort of

community event we need to get behind, especially as it promotes getting out and
being healthily in a supported run

g.thomason@shu.ac.uk Gemma Thomason Yes Coal Aston Yes Strongly support It would be a fantastic health and community benefit to have a local park run to take
place in Dronfield.

jimothyo@yahoo.com Jim Thomason Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

This is what parks are for. We as a community need to encourage our children to
exercise. The potential issues that concern the Council can be worked out between

them and the organisers. But, if it’s a bit noisy and busy in the park on a Sunday
morning then just think, it’s for the greater good.

nailadracup@icloud.com Naila Dracup Yes Dronfield North Yes Strongly support

I started running in my 30's, having struggled with my weight for many years from
childhood. I always avoided physical activity at school - thinking that it wasn't for

someone like me. I don't know what possessed me, but I did the couch to 5k in my
mid 30's and it was life-changing. It took me a few attempts but when I finally

achieved it, it was such a huge accomplishment. I also felt sad for all those years that
I had missed out of doing physical activity and I could have started way sooner. I went
on to do 5-10k, then half marathon and I now have 2 marathons under my belt. As a
mother of a 4 year old - I'm really keen for him to know the value and enjoyment that

you can get from exercise and that it truly is for everyone. It shouldn't only feel
competitive. I think a junior park run would be a really great public health intervention.

I also work in health research and previously at Rotherham hospital where I have
learned first hand the dangers associated with childhood obesity including type 2
diabetes, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, joint pain, breathing problems like
asthma and sleep apnea, and nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and also social and

emotional issues including bullying, low self-esteem and social marginalization. I used
to take my son running in a running buggy in parkrun and he really loved it. It would
be great if I could take him to junior parkrun and I know that his friends would love it

too.

vvlawson@gmail.com Victoria Lawson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support

We currently drive to Graves Park to do the Junior parkrun there but don't go every
week as it takes a  while to drive there and back. My 7 year old daughter has found
enthusiasm for running through attending parkrun and would take part even more
often if there were a Dronfield event. I view this as a really healthy habit for her to

develop as a child, hopefully leading to better health habits throughout teenage and
adult years. My 3 year old, while being too young to take part, is already asking when

he'll be old enough to do it too - wanting to get out and run rather than asking to
watch cartoons on Sunday morning.

Added to that the parkrun atmosphere and ethos is amazing, focussing not on
competitiveness but on everyone supporting and cheering anyone who wants to take
part, fostering an attitude that anyone can do it. This is another great thing to instill in
Dronfield's children, and will benefit the community in many other ways in the future

I'm sure.

I'm not connected with DRC but would be willing to help volunteer at parkrun events
for all of these reasons.

It seems very short sighted for a council not to allow a free event that encourages the
health and community spirit of children in its area, in a park which is surely designed

to get children outdoors and moving.

eleanorharvey@gmail.com Eleanor Harvey Yes Dronfield Bowshaw Yes Strongly support
Dronfield lacks free activities and areas for older children. The Parkrun would give

young people the opportunity to engage in a social event open to all with health
benefits.

dcspamcheck@gmail.com Lesley Charles Yes Not Sure/Not Applicable (eg. you
live in a surrounding village) No Strongly support

I've watched the junior run in Graves Park.  Having one in Dronfield would be a great
asset.  Being in a residential area, most families would be able to walk to the start so

the parking problem would be resolved.
Anything that gets our youngsters to exercise in a fun, safe, supportive way needs

encouraging surely?  Local businesses would benefit too as families go for post park
run refreshments.  A park runner myself, it gets me out of the house and sets me up
for the day.  Why does the warden need to sweep on a Friday when the event isn't

until Sunday? Also if you live near to the park you must be used to some noise
disturbance.  The children themselves aren't noisy as they are too busy running!  The

park is used for the 10k every year which causes more disturbance and yet that is
allowed (thank goodness as its a great race to be a part of)



llmarkyp@gmail.com Mark Phillipson Yes Dronfield South Yes Strongly support I believe a Dronfield hosting a junior Parkrun would be a great thing for the local
children, and only bring positive things to the community.


